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Abstract

The Doob transform technique enables the study of a killed random walk (KRW) via a
random walk (RW) with transition probabilities tilted by a discrete massive harmonic func-
tion. The main contribution of this paper is to transfer this powerful technique to statistical
mechanics by relating two models, namely random rooted spanning forests (RSF) and random
spanning trees (RST), and provide applications.
More precisely, our first main theorem explicitly relates models on the level of partition func-
tions, and probability measures, in the case of finite and infinite graphs. Then, in the planar
case, we also rely on the dimer model: we introduce a killed and a drifted dimer model, ex-
tending to this general framework the models introduced in [Chh12, dT20]. Using Temperley’s
bijection between RST and dimers, this allows us to relate RSF to dimers and thus extend
partially this bijection to RSF. As immediate applications, we give a short and transparent
proof of Kenyon’s result stating that the spectral curve of RSF is a Harnack curve, and provide
a general setting to relate discrete massive holomorphic and harmonic functions. The other
important application consists in proving universality of the convergence of the near-critical
loop-erased RW, RST and dimer models by extending the results of [CW21, Chh12, HSB22]
from the square lattice to any isoradial graphs: we introduce a loop-erased RW, RST and
dimer model on isoradial discretizations of any simply connected domain and prove conver-
gence in the massive scaling limit towards continuous objects described by a massive version
of SLE2.
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1 Introduction

A rooted spanning forest (RSF) of a graph G “ pV,Eq is a set of directed edges F Ă E⃗ with no
cycles such that every vertex has at most one outgoing edge in F . The root vertices RpF q are the
vertices with no outgoing edges. A rooted spanning tree (RST) with root vertex r is a RSF with

only one root vertex r. When G is finite, given a conductance function c : E⃗ Ñ Rą0 and a mass
function m : V Ñ Rě0 on V, the Boltzmann measure on the set of RST, resp. RSF, is defined by

@T, Pr
RSTpT q “

ś

e⃗PE⃗ ce⃗

Zr
RSTpG, cq

, resp. @F, PRSFpF q “

ś

e⃗PF ce⃗
ś

rPRpF q mprq

ZRSFpG, c,mq

where the normalizing constant is the partition function

Zr
RSTpG, cq “

ÿ

T

ź

e⃗PE⃗

ce⃗ , resp. ZRSFpG, c,mq “
ÿ

F

ź

e⃗PF

ce⃗
ź

rPRpF q

mprq.

Kirchhoff’s celebrated matrix-tree theorem [Kir47] computes the partition functions:

Zr
RSTpG, cq “ det

`

∆|Vztru

˘

, resp. ZRSFpG, c,mq “ detp∆kq,

where ∆ is the discrete Laplacian on G with conductances c and ∆k is the discrete massive
Laplacian on G with conductances c and masses m. The RST model was later shown to exhibit
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many integrable features: RST can be sampled by Wilson’s algorithm [Wil96] using the loop-
erasure of the random walk S associated to ∆, the transfer current theorem of Burton and Pemantle
[BP93] shows that edge correlations are determinantal, [Pem91] and later [BLPS01] build Gibbs
measures on infinite graphs, and more recently the branches of the tree were shown to converge
to SLE2 in the scaling limit in [LSW04]. For specific planar graphs called Temperleyan graphs,
RST were shown in [TF61, KPW00] to be in bijection with dimer covers, exhibiting a fruitful link
with another well-studied model of statistical mechanics. Many properties can be transfered from
one model to the other by this bijection.

Some of these integrable features also hold for the RSF model, replacing ∆ by ∆k and the
random walk (RW) S by the killed random walk (KRW) Sk, but not all of them: in particular no
extension of Temperley’s bijection is known to be true. One of the main goals of this paper is to
fill in this gap by introducing a general method which enables to relate a RSF on a planar graph
with a RST and a dimer model on the same graph. The key underlying idea is to use the Doob
transform technique (see [KGSK12] for a general introduction, [DHESC20] for a more recent and
concise introduction). Given a positive massive harmonic function λ, this technique relates the

KRW Sk to a RW rS with conductances rcpx,yq “
λpyq

λpxq
cpx,yq, and also the associated massive and

non-massive Laplacian operators:

@x „ y P V, Px

`

rS1 “ y
˘

“
λpyq

λpxq
PxpSk

1 “ yq ; r∆ “ Diagpλq´1∆k Diagpλq.

The question of existence of massive harmonic functions is addressed in Section 3.2.

1.1 General results

A version of the transfer current theorem for RSF established by Chang [Cha13] states that

@te⃗1, . . . , e⃗ku Ă E⃗, PRSFpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “ det
´

pHk
e⃗i,e⃗j

qi,j“1,...,k

¯

k
ź

i“1

ce⃗i

where the transfer current operator Hk is defined in terms of the massive potential (or Green

function): for all e⃗ “ px, yq, f⃗ “ pz, wq P E⃗,

Hk
e⃗,f⃗

“
V kpw, yq

∆kpy, yq
´
V kpx, yq

∆kpy, yq
where @x, y P V, V kpx, yq “

8
ÿ

n“0

Px

`

Sk
n “ yq. (1)

Note that the transfer current theorem for RST rooted at r corresponds to m “ δr. When G is
infinite, PRST is the Wilson’s measure defined in Section 2.2. Our contribution consists in relating
a RSF and RST model through the Doob transform of the massive potential (see Theorem 3.1 for
a precise statement):

Theorem 1.1. When G is finite,

ZRSFpG, c,mq “ Zo
RSTpGo,rcq.

In the right-hand side, RST are considered as rooted “outside” G. Moreover, for finite or infinite
graphs G with no loop, if the KRW Sk dies almost surely in finite time, the measure rPo

RST on RST
of Go weighted by rc rooted “outside” satisfies the transfer current theorem with transfer current
operator

@e⃗ “ pw, xq, f⃗ “ py, zq P E⃗, rHe⃗,f⃗ “
λpyq

λpwq

V kpw, yq

∆kpy, yq
´
λpyq

λpxq

V kpx, yq

∆kpy, yq
.

The novelty of this theorem is that it relates a RSF and a RST model, at the level of partition
functions when G is finite, but also in general at the level of edge probabilities as they are expressed
in terms of the massive potential both in the RST model (our Theorem 1.1) and in the RSF model
(Equation (1)).
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When G is furthermore planar, we relate RSF to dimers using the intermediate RST model.
This can be seen as an extension of Temperley’s bijection to RSF although there is no one-to-one
mapping between configurations, as we relate the partition functions, Laplacian and Kasteleyn
matrix of a RSF and dimer models. More precisely, assuming that the conductance function
c is symmetric, given a massive harmonic function λ : V Ñ Rą0 and an arbitrary function
λ‹ : V‹ Ñ Rą0 on vertices of the dual, we define in Figure 1 two dimer models on the double
graph GD called the killed and drifted dimer model (see Figure 4 for the definition of the double
graph). The drifted dimer model is defined such that when G is finite, by Temperley’s bijection

x

y

u

v

1

1

cxy
λpyq

λpxq
cxy

λpxq

λpyq

x

y

u

v

λ‹puq´1
`

cxyλpxqλpyq
˘´ 1

2

λ‹pvq´1
`

cxyλpxqλpyq
˘´ 1

2

´

cxyλpyq

λpxq

¯
1
2

´

cxyλpxq

λpyq

¯
1
2

Figure 1: The local weights νd for the drifted dimer model (on the left) and the local weights νm

for the killed dimer model (on the right). The primal graph is in gray, the dual graph in black.

[KPW00], dimer configurations of the double graph are in weight-preserving bijection with RST
of Go (that is RST of G rooted outside) weighted by rc. We state the following result, which is
a summarized and simplified combination of Proposition 4.5, Corollary 4.6 and Proposition 4.7
(when G is finite, the statements have to be refined to take into account boundary effects):

Theorem 1.2.

(i) When G is finite, ZRSFpG, c,mq “ ZdimpGD, νdq, where the right-hand side is the partition
function of the drifted dimer model on GD with weights νd.

(ii) The drifted and killed dimer model are gauge equivalent: their respective Kasteleyn matrices
Kd and Kk satisfy Kk “ ΦKdΨ for some diagonal matrices Φ, Ψ.

(iii) There exists an operator r∆‹ on the dual graph such that the Kasteleyn matrix of the killed
dimer model satisfies

pKkq:Kk “

ˆ

∆k 0

0 r∆‹

˙

.

Remark 1.3.

• When c is symmetric, this gives an alternative proof of our Theorem 1.1 using the local
statistics formula for edge probabilities in the dimer model (see the discussion after Propo-
sition 4.7).

• (iii) implies a natural definition of discrete massive holomorphic function as the functions f in
the kernel of Kd. For isoradial graphs with critical or Z-invariant weights, it generalizes the
discrete holomorphy theory of [Ken02, CS11] (non-massive case) and [MS09, dT20, Par22]
(massive case). This is discussed in Section 4.3.

This result was previously shown in some specific cases: our drifted and killed dimer models
can be seen as generalizations of the drifted and killed dimer models (on Z2, with specific weights)
of [Chh12] which are also central to the subsequent article [HSB22]. These models were themselves
related to a drifted and killed Laplacian operator by ad hoc computations. The idea of relating a
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massive Laplacian with a dimer model through an intermediate RST model was already used in
the special case of isoradial graphs in [dT20] (see in particular Theorems 19,21), with the purpose
of relating the massive Laplacian with a Z-invariant massive Dirac operator. Let us also mention
a related work in a forthcoming paper of Ballu, Boutillier, Mkrtchyan and Raschel of which we
are aware.

Every time it appeared, this idea was model-specific: our approach unveils that whenever we
can find “nice” massive harmonic functions on a graph, the RSF model can be related to a RST and
dimer model. It has the advantage of using the well-developed Doob transform technique, which
is used to study RW or KRW conditioned on particular events. The link with quasi-stationnary
distribution might also provide new and interesting applications.

1.2 Applications

We provide applications of our general technique to at least two settings.

Z2-periodic graphs On Z2-periodic graphs, a family of Gibbs measures on the infinite graph
is obtained in [Ken19] as the weak limit of multi-type spanning forests (MTSF) on a toroidal
exhaustion. A MTSF is a spanning collection of rooted trees and cycle-rooted trees. In the limit,
it becomes a RSF of the infinite graph with infinite unrooted tree components of a given slope
and rooted tree components. We build “nice” Z2-periodic positive massive harmonic functions,
and using the Doob transform technique, we find that the characteristic polynomial of the MTSF
model is equal up to a change of variable to the characteristic polynomial of a drifted dimer model
with explicit Z2-periodic weights: denoting by P k and P d

dim the characteristic polynomials of the
RSF and drifted dimer models, Proposition 5.4 states that

Proposition 1.4. There exists pz0, w0q P pRą0q2 such that

@pz, wq P C2, P kpz, wq “ P d
dim

ˆ

z

z0
,
w

w0

˙

.

This provides an alternative and direct proof of the fact (stated among other things in Theorem
1.4 of [Ken19]) that the spectral curve of the MTSF model is a Harnack curve, see our Theorem 5.5.

Near-critical dimers and trees. Our second and more detailed application is to extend the
results of [Chh12] and [HSB22] to isoradial graphs: we prove universality of the convergence of
the RST and drifted dimer model in the near-critical regime or massive scaling limit. We use the
discrete exponential function which is massive harmonic for the Z-invariant massive Laplacian on
isoradial graphs (these objects were introduced and studied in [BdTR17]) to relate a RSF model
with a killed and drifted dimer model. In the critical case (corresponding to a vanishing mass
m “ 0), our model corresponds to the critical RST model on isoradial graph whose branches are
known to converge to SLE2 by combining [LSW04] and [CS11]. The associated killed and drifted
dimer models coincide with the critical dimer model on isoradial graphs whose height function
is known to converge to the gaussian free field [Ken00, Ken01, dT07, Li17]. In [HSB22], they
consider a dimer model on Z2 with specific weights in the near-critical regime which corresponds
to scaling appropriately the mass with the mesh, and show convergence of the branches of the
RST model towards massive SLE2 building on the proof of convergence of the loop-erased KRW
towards massive SLE2 by Chelkak and Wan [CW21]. The height function of the near-critical
dimer model also converges and the limit exhibits conformal covariant properties.

In this paper, we show universality of the convergence of the near-critical RST and dimer model
by extending the results of [HSB22] to any isoradial graph, answering in particular (iv) of their open
questions section (1.7). Let Gδ “ pVδ,Eδq be an isoradial approximation of a simply connected
open set Ω with smooth boundary. The near-critical regime corresponds to mpxq « M2δ2 for all
x P Vδ where M ą 0 is a fixed mass parameter and δ is the mesh. The precise scaling of the mass
with the mesh is discussed in Section 6.1 and Remark 6.5 in relation with conformal covariance.
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To each drift parameter ū P p0, 2πq corresponds a discrete massive exponential function e and
hence a RST and drifted dimer models by the Doob transform technique. A precise statement of
the following result can be found in Theorems 6.12 and 6.13.

Theorem 1.5. When δ Ñ 0, the random RST T M,ū
δ on Gδ associated with the drifted dimer

model with mass parameter M ą 0 and drift parameter ū P R converges in the Schramm sense to
a continuum limit tree T M,ū. Conditionally on the endpoint y P BΩ, a branch of the tree from a
point x P Ω has the law of massive radial SLE2 in Ω with mass parameter

?
2M from x to y. The

law of the endpoint of the branch started at x is the exit law from Ω of the brownian motion with
drift vector

?
2Meiū. Moreover, the centered height function hM,u

δ ´ ErhM,u
δ s of the drifted dimer

model converges in law to a limit.

Our main contribution is to introduce the relevant RST and dimer models. In order to apply
a general theorem of [HSB22] to obtain convergence of the loop-erasure of the KRW towards
massive SLE2, we prove a uniform crossing estimate and convergence of the KRW towards the
killed brownian motion. This is done by applying to the near-critical regime some results of discrete
harmonic analysis on isoradial graphs developed in [CS11]. It is not the first time that universality
of convergence in the near-critical regime is proved for a model of statistical mechanics: [Par22]
and [CIM21] show universality of the convergence of correlations in the massive scaling limit for
respectively the random cluster model and the Ising model on isoradial graphs.

1.3 Perspectives

This paper brings new perspectives in the study of RSF models by introducing a generic way to
relate them to a RST and dimer model for which more tools are available. As soon as a “nice”
massive harmonic function is defined on a graph, new links can be made: we applied this technique
to the two settings we were aware of, but there are probably many others.

• For the model of [Ken19] on Z2-periodic graphs, we believe that our technique can be used
to show that the law of the infinite branches of the Gibbs measure is related to a drifted
random walk, and that the law of these infinite branches for a RSF model coincides with the
law of these branches for a “drifted” RST model with no mass, and can hence be related to
the dimer model of [Sun16].

• For the near-critical dimer model, new results might be obtained by using the comprehensive
analysis of the Z-invariant massive Laplacian performed in [BdTR17]. In particular, the
explicit asymptotic of the Green function might provide new information. We mention that
on the square lattice, the recent work of Mason [Mas23] proves convergence of the two point
correlation functions of the near-critical dimer model towards those of the sine-Gordon field.

1.4 Organization of the paper

The first sections present the general theory.

• In Section 2, we give preliminaries on RST and RSF models, (massive) Laplacians and
(massive) random walks, and state useful results on the Doob transform that we will apply
all along the article.

• In Section 3, we develop general theorems to transfer results from RST models to RSF
models by using the Doob transform technique. We also explain why it is always possible
to find massive harmonic functions on infinite graphs and introduce a notion of “killed
Martin boundary”, justifying that in principle our results apply to any conductance and
mass functions and any graph.

• In Section 4, we focus on planar graphs: we define the killed and drifted dimer models and
show how they are related to the RST and RSF model.
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The last sections are devoted to applications.

• Section 5 shows some applications to Z2-periodic graphs, explaining in particular how to find
explicit massive harmonic functions. For this section, we only need the preliminary results
of Section 2 on the Doob transform.

• Section 6 shows applications to the near-critical dimer and RST models. We recall the setting
of isoradial graphs and the results of [BdTR17], present our model and prove Theorem 1.5.
For this section, we need the preliminary results of Section 2, the setting of Paragraph 3.1.2
and the definition and basic properties of the drifted dimer model of Section 4.

• Appendix A contains the proof of some technical results on the Z-invariant massive Laplacian
in the near-critical regime used in Section 6. It uses results from [CS11] on the critical
Laplacian.

Acknowledgments. The author warmly thanks Béatrice de Tilière for her advising all along
this project, and for suggesting to extend the results of [dT20] and [HSB22] which was the starting
point of the project. We also thank Cédric Boutillier for explaining the argument of Paragraph 5.2,
Nathanaël Berestycki and Levi Haunschmid-Sibitz for discussions on near-critical dimers, and
Marcin Lis for sharing ideas on the killed dimer model. The author is partially supported by the
DIMERS project ANR-18-CE40-0033 funded by the French National Research Agency.

2 Preliminaries

2.1 First definitions

Consider a connected locally finite countable graph G “ pV,Eq. A loop is an edge e “ xx with

x P V. The undirected edge set E induces a set of directed edges E⃗: to every undirected edge
e “ xy P E are associated the two directed edges px, yq and py, xq. We say that two vertices of G

are neighbours and we write x „ y (or x
G
„ y when there is a risk of confusion) if xy P E. A path

γ is a set of directed edges e⃗1 “ px0, x1q, . . . , e⃗n “ pxn´1, xnq with e⃗i P E⃗ for all 1 ď i ď n. It
is often identified with the sequence of its vertices px0, x1, x2, . . . , xnq. The length of the path is
|γ| “ n and for all 0 ď i ď |γ|, γpiq “ xi. Such a path connects the vertices x0 and xn. A cycle is
a path returning to its starting point: xn “ x0.

Consider a positive conductance function c : E⃗ Ñ Rą0 which assigns to every directed edge a
conductance cpx,yq. We sometimes extend c to all pairs of vertices by cpx,yq “ 0 if xy R E. Define
the total conductance at a vertex c : V Ñ Rą0 by cpxq “

ř

y„x cpx,yq. When G is infinite, we
always assume that the total conductances are uniformly bounded: there exists C ą 0 such that
for all x P V, 0 ă cpxq ď C (this is trivial when G is finite). If for all x „ y P G, cpx,yq “ cpy,xq, we
say that c is symmetric and we write cxy “ cpx,yq.

Finally consider a mass function m : V Ñ Rě0 assigning a non-negative mass mpxq to each
vertex x of V. We will write m ‰ 0 when m takes at least one positive value and m “ 0 otherwise.

Matrix and linear operator notations. A matrix L with rows and columns indexed by V
and coefficients Lx,y “ Lpx, yq such that Lxy “ 0 except when x “ y or x „ y is identified with
the linear operator also denoted by L acting on functions f : V Ñ C:

@f P VC, @x P V, pLfqpxq “
ÿ

y„x

Lpx, yqfpyq.

For U Ă V, we denote by LU the restriction of the matrix L to the subset U. For a function
ϕ : V Ñ C, we denote by Dpϕq (or sometimes Φ to lighten notation) the diagonal matrix with
entries ϕ on the diagonal.
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Spanning trees and forests. A directed rooted spanning forest (directed RSF) F of G is a

subset of directed edges F Ă E⃗ such that each vertex has at most one outgoing edge in F and
there is no cycle constituted of edges of F . Denote by FpGq the set of RSF of G. Consider
F P FpGq. A vertex x P V is a root of F if it has no outgoing edge in F : we denote by RpF q Ă V
the set of root vertices of F . Given a distinguished vertex r P V, a directed rooted spanning tree
(directed RST) T of G rooted at r is a RSF of G satisfying rpT q “ tru: it is a forest with only one
root which is r. Denote by T rpGq the set of directed RST of G rooted at r.

Remark 2.1. Observe that with this definition, when G is infinite, a RST is not necessarily con-
nected: it can have a rooted connected component and several unrooted infinite components.
Similarly, a RSF can have rooted connected components and infinite unrooted components. To
align with previous notation, we should say “spanning forest” instead of RSF and “spanning forest
with exactly one root” for RST.

When G is finite, the conductance function c induces a weight function on T rpGq:

@T P T rpGq, νrRSTpT q “
ź

e⃗PT

ce⃗. (2)

The partition function is the weighted sum of RST rooted at r:

Zr
RSTpG, cq “

ÿ

TPT rpGq

νrRSTpT q.

Since G is finite and connected, 0 ă Zr
RSTpG, cq ă 8 and the weight function induces a probability

measure on T rpGq:

@T P T rpGq, Pr
RSTpT q “

νrRSTpT q

Zr
RSTpG, cq

. (3)

When G is finite, the conductance and mass functions pc,mq also induce a weight function on
FpGq:

@F P FpGq, νRSFpF q “
ź

e⃗PF

ce⃗
ź

xPRpF q

mpxq.

The partition function is the weighted sum

ZRSFpG, c,mq “
ÿ

FPFpGq

νRSFpF q.

When m ‰ 0, 0 ă ZRSFpG, c,mq ă 8, the conductance and mass functions induce a probability
measure on FpGq:

@F P FpGq, PRSFpF q “
νRSFpF q

ZRSFpG, c,mq
.

This measure is supported on RSF with root vertices in the support of the mass function i.e.
RpF q Ă tx P V : mpxq ą 0u. The probability measures Pr

RST and PRSF coincide when m “ δr. For

a subset of directed edges te⃗1, . . . , e⃗nu Ă E⃗ we denote by Pr
RSTpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗nq, resp. PRSFpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗nq,

the measure of the set of all trees, resp. forests, containing these edges.

Remark 2.2. There is no obvious extension of these probability laws to the case of infinite graphs.
This issue is common to many models of statistical physics and we will address it in Section 2.2.

The forest-tree bijection. Adding a cemetery vertex to G allows to connect RSF of G and
RST of a modified graph Gρ as we now explain. Define a new graph Gρ “ pVρ,Eρq by adding a
vertex called the cemetery state: Vρ “ V Y tρu, and Eρ is the set E plus an edge xρ for each x
such that mpxq ą 0. When m “ 0, we define Gρ “ G, so the graph Gρ is always connected. Define

a new positive conductance function ck : E⃗ρ Ñ Rą0 by

ckpx,yq “

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

cpx,yq if px, yq P E⃗
mpxq if mpxq ą 0, y “ ρ
mpyq if mpyq ą 0, x “ ρ
0 otherwise.
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pG, c,mq pGρ, ckq

x

c1

c2
x

c1

c2

mpxq

Figure 2: On the left: a graph G with conductance and mass functions pc,mq. On the right: the
associated graph Gρ with conductance function ck, assuming that mpyq ą 0 @y P V. Edges are
labelled by their conductances.

An example of the graph Gρ with conductance function ck is drawn on Figure 2. Observe that
when c is symmetric, ck also is. The total conductance at a point x P V is ckpxq “ cpxq `mpxq.

Definition 2.3. RSF of G with roots in tx : mpxq ą 0u are in bijection with RST of Gρ rooted
at ρ: to F P FpGq we associate T P T ρpGq obtained by adding an edge px, ρq for each root vertex
x P RpF q. When G is finite, this is a weight-preserving bijection called the forest-tree bijection:

νRSFpF q “
ź

e⃗PF

ce⃗
ź

xPRpF q

mpxq “
ź

e⃗PF

cke⃗
ź

xPRpF q

ckpx,ρq “
ź

e⃗PT

cke⃗ “ νρRSTpT q.

In particular, ZRSFpG, c,mq “ Zρ
RSTpGρ, ckq and when m ‰ 0, PRSFpF q “ Pρ

RSTpT q.

Remark 2.4. When m “ 0 and G is infinite, this bijection is simply the identity: since Gρ “ G, we
can use the convention that a RST of Gρ rooted at ρ is a RSF of G with no root. This is called
an essential spanning forest (ESF) of G, and it is a collection of infinite connected components
spanning V, with no cycle.

Laplacians and Green functions. A (discrete) Laplacian operator ∆ : CV Ñ CV is naturally
associated with the conductance function c:

@f : V Ñ C, @x P V, ∆fpxq “
ÿ

y„x

cpx,yqpfpxq ´ fpyqq.

A function f : V Ñ C such that ∆f “ 0 is called harmonic. A (discrete) massive Laplacian
operator ∆k : CV Ñ CV is naturally associated to the conductance and mass functions pc,mq:

@f : V Ñ C, @x P V, ∆kfpxq “ mpxqfpxq `
ÿ

y„x

cpx,yqpfpxq ´ fpyqq.

A function f : V Ñ C such that ∆kf “ 0 is called massive harmonic. In the canonical base of CV,
these Laplacians are represented by square matrices whose rows and columns are indexed by V:

∆x,y “

$

&

%

´cpx,yq if x „ y, x ‰ y
cpxq ´ cpx,xq if x “ y
0 otherwise

, ∆k
x,y “

$

&

%

´cpx,yq if x „ y, x ‰ y
mpxq ` cpxq ´ cpx,xq if x “ y
0 otherwise

.

Observe that the massive Laplacian ∆k on G coincides with the restriction to V of the (non-
massive) Laplacian on the graph Gρ with conductance function ck. When G is finite and m ‰ 0,
the massive Laplacian is invertible by the Perron-Frobenius theorem: its inverse is the massive
Green function Gk : V ˆ V Ñ R. In matrix notation, it satisfies

Gk “ p∆kq´1. (4)

9



In other words

@x, y P V, 1tx“yu “ p∆kGkqx,y “ mpxqGkpx, yq `
ÿ

z„x

cpx,zqpGkpz, yq ´Gkpx, yqq.

Remark 2.5. This definition of the Green function can be extended if G is infinite under additional
conditions. For example if the masses are uniformly bounded away from 0 and 8, we can still
make sense of Gk “ p∆kq´1 by inverting the restriction of the operator ∆k to L2pVq, see for
example Section 4.1 of [BdTR17].

Matrix-tree theorem. In this paragraph, we assume that G is finite. The objects introduced
in the first two paragraphs (the RST/RSF and the Laplacians) are naturally related. Let r P V be
fixed. The matrix-tree theorem of [Kir47] (and its extension to directed weighted graphs, which
can be found for example in [Cha82]) relates the determinant of the (non-massive) Laplacian with
the weighted sum of RST rooted at r:

Zr
RST “ det∆Vztru.

Applying this theorem to pGρ, ckq with distinguished vertex ρ and using the forest-tree bijection
gives

ZRSFpG, c,mq “ Zρ
RSTpGρ, ckq “ det∆k (5)

since, as we already observed, the restriction to V of the Laplacian on Vρ with conductance function
ck is ∆k. This identity is sometimes called the matrix-forest theorem.

Random walks and potentials. To the conductance function c is associated a discrete time
Markov chain S on V called the random walk (RW) with conductances c. Given x0 P V, the RW
with initial state x0 is defined by S0 “ x0 and transition probabilities

@i P Zě0, @x, y P V, Qpx, yq “ Px0
pSi`1 “ y|Si “ xq “

"

cpx,yq{cpxq if y „ x
0 otherwise.

Since G is connected and c is positive, this Markov chain is irreducible. Recall that Dpcq denotes
the diagonal matrix with entries cpxq. The transition kernel is related to the Laplacian:

Q “ I ´Dpcq´1∆. (6)

For U Ă V, we denote by τpUq, resp. τ`pUq, the first time i ě 0, resp. i ą 0, at which the RW
enters the set U:

τpUq “ infti ě 0, Si P Uu, τ`pUq “ infti ą 0, Si P Uu.

If U “ txu is reduced to a point, we compactify the notation τpUq “: τpxq and τ`pUq “: τ`pxq.
The conductance function ck associated with c and m induces a Markov chain Sρ on Vρ. The

RW Sρ stopped at ρ is denoted by Sk and is called the killed random walk (KRW):

@i P Zě0, S
k
i :“ Sρ

i^τpρq

where we use the standard notation ^ for the minimum. The cemetery vertex ρ is an absorbing
state for the Markov chain Sk. The sub-Markovian transition kernel Qk associated with Sk is a
matrix with rows and columns indexed by V related to the massive Laplacian:

Qk “ I ´Dpckq´1∆k. (7)

We denote by τk, resp. pτkq`, the hitting times of sets for this Markov chain. When m “ 0,
Sk “ Sρ “ S and τkpρq “ pτkq`pρq “ 8 by convention, so from now on we only state the
definitions and results for the KRW as they include the RW case m “ 0.
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Remark 2.6. The RW S associated with c and the KRW Sk associated with pc,mq can be coupled.
Let pUiqiě0 be a sequence of independent uniform variables in r0, 1s, independent of S. Define Xk

recursively by Xk
0 “ S0 and

@i P Zě0, X
k
i`1 “

"

ρ if pXk
i “ ρq or

`

Xk
i “ Si “ x P V and Ui ą cpxq{pcpxq `mpxqq

˘

Si`1 if Xk
i “ Si “ x P V and Ui ď cpxq{pcpxq `mpxqq.

Then, Xk has the law of the KRW associated with the conductance and mass functions pc,mq on
G so we can denote it Xk “ Sk, and

@i ă τkpρq, Sk
i “ Si.

The KRW Sk is transient if for all x P V,

Px

`

pτkq`pxq ă 8
˘

ă 1,

meaning that with probability 1, the walk reaches the cemetery state in finite time or “escapes to
infinity”. When m “ 0, this is the usual definition of a transient RW.

Remark 2.7. When G is finite and m “ 0, the RW is never transient. When m ‰ 0, the KRW is
always transient: if Sk is coupled to S as in Remark 2.6, either S is transient, in which case Sk

also is, or it is recurrent. In this case, given x P V such that mpxq ą 0, S returns almost surely
infinitely many times to x and each time Sk has the same positive probability of dying, so Sk dies
almost surely and hence it is also transient.

The potential of a transient KRW or transient RW is well-defined:

@x, y P V, V kpx, yq “ Ex

»

–

τk
pρq´1
ÿ

n“0

1tSk
n“yu

fi

fl “ Ex

«

8
ÿ

n“0

1tSk
n“yu

ff

“

8
ÿ

n“0

PxpSk
n “ yq ă 8. (8)

This definition coincides with the potential of a transient RW when m “ 0 (recall that in this
case, τkpρq “ 8 by convention). By the simple Markov property, the potential satisfies,

@x, y P V, V kpx, yq “ 1tx“yu `
ÿ

z„x

cpx,zq

ckpxq
V kpz, yq.

In other words, in matrix notation,
∆kV k “ Dpckq. (9)

If G is finite and m ‰ 0, taking inverses implies that the potential is related to the massive Green
function: V k “ GkDpckq, or in other words

@x, y P V, V kpx, yq “ ckpyqGkpx, yq. (10)

If G is infinite, m “ 0 and the RW S is transient, the potential V “ V k is well-defined but the
Green function is not since the Laplacian is not a priori invertible so Equation (10) does not make
sense.

We will soon need to use results of [Cha13], who has a different definition of the potential. Let
pXk

t qtPR`
be the continuous time pure jump Markovian process on V Y tρu with sub-Markovian

generator ∆k (see Chapter 2.2 of [Cha13] for more details). The explosion time of this process is
infinite since we always assume that the total conductances are bounded. The embedded Markov
chain is the discrete time KRW: if N0 “ 0, N1, . . . are the times of the jumps, Xk

Ni
“ Sk

i for all
i P N. The associated continuous potential is

@x, y P V, V k
c px, yq “ Ex

„
ż 8

0

1tXk
t “yu

ȷ

.

It is well defined by transience of the embedded Markov chain and the fact that the conductances
(hence the jump rates) are bounded. Chang uses the notation V x

y “ V k
c px, yq. Since the continuous
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time process Xk has a jump rate ckpyq at y, it spends an average time ckpyq´1 in y every time it
hits y, and since the embedded Markov chain is the KRW:

V k
c px, yq “

V kpx, yq

ckpyq
,

hence when G is finite and m ‰ 0, by Equation (10) the continuous potential coincides with the
Green function: V k

c px, yq “ Gkpx, yq for all x, y P V.

The transfer current operator is defined for all e⃗ “ pw, xq, f⃗ “ py, zq P E⃗ρ by

Hk
e⃗,f⃗

“ V k
c pw, yq ´ V k

c px, yq “
V kpw, yq

ckpyq
´
V kpx, yq

ckpyq
,

with the convention that for all x P V, V kpx, ρq “ V kpρ, xq “ 0. When m “ 0, the transfer current

operator is defined on E⃗ so the conventions are not needed and it coincides with the usual transfer
current operator associated with a transient RW. Observe that this transfer current operator is
not symmetric and if y “ ρ or if e⃗ is a loop, Hk

e⃗,f⃗
“ 0.

Induced subgraph and wired boundary conditions. Consider an infinite graph G8 “

pV8,E8q. Let V Ă V8 be a strict subset of V8. The subgraph of G8 induced by V is the graph
G “ pV,Eq with edge set E such that for all x, y P V, xy P E if and only if xy P E8. When G8 is
planar, the induced subgraph G is simply connected if all the vertices of V8zV belong to the outer
face of G. The (inner) boundary BV of G in G8 is

BV “ tx P V | Dy P V8zV, x
G8

„ yu.

Given a conductance and mass functions pc8,m8q on G8, a natural conductance and mass func-
tions with wired boundary conditions are defined on the induced subgraph. It corresponds to
assigning conductances by restriction c :“ c8

|⃗E
and adding a mass for each positive conductance

between a vertex in V and a vertex in V8zV:

@x P V, mpxq :“ m8pxq `
ÿ

y
G8
„ x, yPV8zV

c8
px,yq.

Note that it differs from m8 only on BV. Denote by ∆k and Sk the massive Laplacian and KRW
on G8 associated with the conductance and mass functions pc8,m8q. The massive Laplacian G
associated to pc,mq is simply the restriction ∆k

V: for all x, y P V such that x ‰ y and x „ y,
∆k

x,y “ ´c8
px,yq

“ ´cpx,yq and

@x P V, ∆k
x,x “ m8pxq `

ÿ

y
G8
„ x

c8
px,yq “ mpxq `

ÿ

y
G
„x

cpx,yq.

Equivalently, the KRW on G with conductance and mass functions pc,mq is the KRW Sk on G8

with conductance and mass functions pc8,m8q killed when it exits V. More formally, if we define
Xk by Xk

i “ Sk
i for all i ă τk

`

V8zV
˘

and Xk
i “ ρ for all i ě τk

`

V8zV
˘

, then Xk has the law of
the KRW on G associated with the conductance and mass functions pc,mq.

Assume now that m8 “ 0. The wired conductance and mass functions are c :“ c8
|V : E⃗ Ñ Rą0

and
@x P V, mpxq :“

ÿ

y
G8
„ x,yPV8zV

c8
px,yq. (11)

In particular when V is a strict subset of V8, m ‰ 0 even though m8 “ 0. The KRW on
G associated with the conductance and mass functions pc,mq is simply the RW S on G8 with
conductance function c8 killed when it exits V, and the massive Laplacian on V associated with
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Figure 3: On the left: a simply connected induced subgraph G of a planar graph G8. Edges
leaving V are marked with no target vertex. On the right: the graph Go is also planar. Edges are
labelled by their conductances.

the conductance and mass functions pc,mq is simply the restriction ∆V. In this case, the forest-
tree bijection is particularly easy to understand: denote by Go the graph obtained from G8 by
identifying all vertices of V8zV to a single vertex o. When G8 is planar and G is simply connected,
the graph Go is still planar: this will be useful later on. The forest-tree bijection states that RSF
of G weighted by pc,mq are in weight-preserving bijection with RST of Go rooted at o weighted
by c, with the natural abuse of notation that the conductance of an edge px, oq is the sum of
conductances c8

px,yq
of edges px, yq with y P V8zV. An example of the graph Go is drawn on Figure

3. These RST of Go rooted at o can be thought of as RST of G rooted at the outer boundary.

Remark 2.8. The free boundary conditions correspond to assigning conductances and masses by
restriction cf “ c8

|⃗E
and mf “ m8

|V. We will only mention it in this article. This is not compatible

with the restriction of the Laplacian.

2.2 Wilson’s algorithm and the transfer current theorem

The transfer current theorem (first proved by Burton and Pemantle [BP93]) expresses the prob-
ability that some fixed edges belong to a random uniform (undirected) spanning tree of a finite
graph as determinants of submatrices of the transfer current operator. It shows in particular that
the uniform spanning tree seen as a random point process on the set of edges is determinantal.
This result was extended in many directions, but one which is particularly interesting to us is to
the case of directed RSF proved by Chang in his PhD thesis [Cha13].

Recall that by the forest-tree bijection, the probability measure Pρ
RST on T ρpGρq associated

with the conductance function ck by Equation (3) coincides with the probability measure PRSF on
RSF of G weighted by pc,mq. Theorem 5.2.3 of [Cha13] reads

Theorem 2.9 (Finite Directed Transfer Current Theorem). When G is finite and m ‰ 0,

@te⃗1, . . . , e⃗ku Ă E⃗ρ, Pρ
RSTpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “ det

´

pHk
e⃗i,e⃗j

qi,j“1,...,k

¯

k
ź

i“1

cke⃗i .

In [Cha13] this result is stated for processes with finite state space that are absorbed by the
cemetery state almost surely in finite time: it corresponds to G being finite and m ‰ 0. The
historical proof of [BP93] in the non-directed case relies on electrical networks. Other proofs,
including that of [Cha13] which deals with the general directed case, rely on Wilson’s algorithm.
We do not repeat the proof but we introduce a slightly more general version of Wilson’s algorithm
in the setting of transient KRW on countable graphs. This algorithm is a combination of the
algorithm of [Cha13] for a directed KRW that dies almost surely and Wilson’s method rooted
at infinity described in Section 10.1 of [LP16] (for reversible Markov chains with no killing). It
actually unifies the two algorithms by identifying the cemetery state with infinity.
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We first need to define the concept of loop-erasure. A path γ in G, finite or infinite, is said
to be transient if it visits no vertex infinitely many times. If γ “ px0, x1, . . . q is a transient
path, its loop-erasure denoted by LEpγq is also a path in G built in the following way: start with
γ1 “ px0, x1q. Define recursively γn`1 out of γn in the following way: let ln “ |γn|. If for all
0 ď i ď ln, γnpiq ‰ xn`1, then γn`1 :“ pγnp0q, . . . , γnplnq, xn`1q. Otherwise, let k “ inft0 ď i ď

ln, xn`1 “ γnpiqu and define γn`1 “ pγnp0q, . . . , γnpk ´ 1q, xn`1q. This produces a new path in G
with no cycle. If γ is finite this algorithm stops after |γ| steps. If γ is infinite, a countable number
of steps must be done. Nevertheless, the loop-erasure is well defined when the path is transient
(see the proof of Proposition 10.1 of [LP16] for details).

Definition 2.10 (Wilson’s algorithm rooted at the cemetery state). Assume that Sk is transient.
Choose an arbitrary order L “ tx1, x2, . . . u on V. Let T0 “ H. Assume that for some i ě 0,

the random subgraph Ti Ă E⃗ρ was constructed. Let xϕpiq be the first vertex of L which does not

belong to an edge in Ti. Run a KRW Sk started at xϕpiq. Since S
k is transient, almost surely, one

of the two following situations occur:

• Sk hits ρ or one of the vertices in Ti in finite time. In this case, perform the chronological
loop-erasure of the trajectory up to this time: it produces a finite path si with no cycle
disjoint of Ti except for its endpoint. Add this path to Ti to form Ti`1 “ Ti Y si.

• Sk never hits Ti nor ρ. Perform the chronological loop-erasure of this infinite trajectory:
this is almost surely well-defined because since Sk is transient, the path is almost surely
transient. This produces an infinite path ti with no cycle. Form Ti`1 by adding this infinite
path to Ti.

Run this algorithm until all the vertices of G are spanned by Ti (it can take a countable number
of steps if G is infinite). This produces a random RST of Gρ (recall that with our definition, a
RST can have infinite unrooted components, see Remark 2.1). By the forest-tree bijection, this
RST corresponds to a RSF of G.

Definition 2.11. We call the Wilson’s measure (following [Con23]) the probability measure on
RST of Gρ rooted at ρ obtained by applying this algorithm and denote it by PW.

When m “ 0, this algorithm is Wilson’s algorithm rooted at infinity described in Section 10.1
of [LP16] (for symmetric conductance functions). It produces an ESF of G (see Remark 2.4).
When G is finite and m ‰ 0, the Wilson’s measure is supported on RST of Gρ and coincides with
the probability measure defined in Equation (3) associated with the conductances ck:

Proposition 2.12. When G is finite and m ‰ 0, PW coincides with the measure Pρ
RST defined in

Equation (3) associated with the conductances ck: PW “ Pρ
RST

Proof. Proposition 5.2.6 of [Cha13] states that

@T P T ρpGρq, PWpT q “ detpGkq
ź

e⃗PT

cke⃗ .

Since by the matrix-forest theorem (see Equation (5)) and the definition of the massive Green
function, Zρ

RSFpGρ, ckq “ detp∆kq “ detpGkq´1, PW coincides indeed with Pρ
RST.

When G is infinite, another natural measure on RST of Gρ is the weak limit over any exhaustion
of the measure (3). We now explain why this coincides with the Wilson’s measure. An exhaustion
of G is a sequence of connected induced subgraphs Gn “ pVn,Enq such that Vn is increasing (for
union) and

Ť

nPN Vn “ V. We denote by pcn,mnq the associated conductance and mass functions
with wired boundary conditions. Recall that even when m “ 0, mn takes at least one positive
value since the finite set Vn is a strict subset of the infinite set V. Consider an exhaustion pGnqnPN
of G, and denote by Pn

W the Wilson’s measures on RST of Gρ
n rooted at ρ associated with the

conductance and mass functions pcn,mnq.
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Proposition 2.13. Assume that G is infinite and one of the following holds:

(i) m “ 0 and Sk “ S is transient.

(ii) m ‰ 0 and for all x P V, Pxpτkpρq ă 8q “ 1: Sk dies almost surely in finite time.

The Wilson’s measure PW on RST of Gρ rooted at ρ associated with the conductance and mass
functions pc,mq coincides with the weak limit of the Pn

W. More precisely,

@te⃗1, . . . , e⃗ku Ă E⃗ρ, Pn
Wpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq

nÑ8
ÝÑ PWpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq.

When m “ 0, we simply have E⃗ρ “ E⃗ and PW is supported on EST of G “ Gρ.

Observe that the assumption in case (ii) is stronger than the transience assumption. Case (ii)
is exactly Proposition 5.2.6 of [Cha13]. Case (i) is an immediate extension of Proposition 10.1 of
[LP16] to the directed transient case. In their setting, the conductance function is symmetric, but
the exact same proof works.

Remark 2.14. Proposition 2.13 holds more generally for transient KRW (which includes cases (i)
and (ii): this corresponds to identifying ρ with the cemetery state) by simply combining the two
proofs, but we will not need it. Case (ii) of Proposition 2.13 also holds for free boundary conditions
(defined in Remark 2.8) instead of wired boundary conditions, but in general case (i) does not.
Nevertheless the limits with free and wired boundary conditions coincide in case (i) for the simple
random walk on Zd (see for example Corollary 10.9 of [LP16]).

This proposition combined with Proposition 2.12 shows that Wilson’s measure that we intro-
duced on RSF of infinite graphs corresponds to the weak limit along any exhaustion with wired
boundary conditions of the measures defined in Equation (3) (for the conductances ck on Gρ). Tak-
ing weak limits for edge probabilities, one deduces that the transfer current theorem also holds
for infinite directed graphs. Recall the definition of the transfer current operator Hk when Sk is
transient. Recall that when m “ 0, Hk “ H is the usual transfer current operator associated with
a transient RW.

Theorem 2.15 (Infinite Transfer Current Theorem). Assume that G is infinite and one of the
following holds:

(i) m “ 0 and Sk “ S is transient.

(ii) m ‰ 0 and for all x P V, Pxpτkpρq ă 8q “ 1.

The Wilson’s measure PW on RST of Gρ satisfies

@te⃗1, . . . , e⃗ku Ă E⃗ρ, PWpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “ det
´

pHk
e⃗i,e⃗j

qi,j“1,...,k

¯

k
ź

i“1

cke⃗i .

When m “ 0, Gρ “ G, E⃗ρ “ E⃗, Hk “ H and PW is supported on EST of G.

Proof. Case (ii) is proved in the discussion after Remark 18 of [Cha13]. Let us prove case (i) in the
same spirit. Assume that m “ 0 and S is transient. Let pGnqnPN be an exhaustion of G. Denote
by Pn

W the Wilson’s measure on RST of Gn associated with pcn,mnq. Recall that mn ‰ 0 since

Vn is a strict subset of V. Let e⃗1, . . . , e⃗k P E⃗. Case (i) of Proposition 2.13 shows that

PWpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “ lim
nÑ8

Pn
Wpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq. (12)

Since by Proposition 2.12, on finite graphs the Wilson’s measure coincides with the natural measure
defined in (3), the finite transfer current Theorem 2.9 applies with the transfer current operator
Hk

n associated with the potential

@x, y P Vn, V
k
n px, yq “ Ex

«

τpVzVnq´1
ÿ

i“0

1tSi“yu

ff

,
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by definition of the potential of a KRW and since the KRW on Gn associated with pcn,mnq is
simply S killed when it exits Vn. For fixed x, y P V, by transience of S:

V k
n px, yq

nÑ8
ÝÑ V px, yq “ Ex

«

8
ÿ

i“0

1tSi“yu

ff

.

Together with (12), it proves the theorem with the associated transfer current operator

@e⃗ “ pwxq, f⃗ “ pyzq P E⃗, He⃗,f⃗ “
V pw, yq

cpyq
´
V px, yq

cpyq
.

2.3 The Doob transform technique

Let pG8, c8,m8q be a graph with conductance and mass functions. Let V Ă V8 and denote by
G the induced subgraph and by pc,mq the conductance and mass function with wired boundary
conditions. Recall that the restriction ∆k

V is the massive Laplacian on G with conductance and
mass functions pc,mq. Consider a positive function λ : V8 Ñ Rą0, and define a new conductance
function on G8:

@x
G8

„ y P V8, rc8
px,yq :“

λpyq

λpxq
c8

px,yq.

Let rS, r∆, rQ be respectively the RW, non-massive Laplacian and transition kernel on G8 associated
with these conductances. The KRW on the induced subgraph G associated with the conductance
and mass functions with wired boundary conditions prc, rmq induced on G by rc8 is simply the RW
rS killed when it exits V. As it was already noted, the Laplacian associated with pG,rc, rmq is the

restriction r∆V. Recall that when V is a strict subset of V8, rm takes at least one positive value
even though rS is a non-massive RW, so r∆V is a massive Laplacian. When V “ V8, c “ c8 and
r∆V “ r∆ is non-massive. This is the case that the reader should keep in mind as it is the more
intuitive, the additional technicalities are only here to handle the general case.

Definition 2.16. [Definition 8-11 of [KGSK12]] The RW rS is called the Doob transform (or
sometimes h-transform) of Sk by λ.

Let Λ “ Dpλq be the diagonal matrix with rows and columns indexed by V8 and diagonal
entries λ. Recall that λ is said to be massive harmonic on V if for all x P V, p∆kλqpxq “ 0. Recall
that Qk is the transition kernel of the KRW Sk. The following holds:

Proposition 2.17. If λ is massive harmonic for ∆k on V, then

r∆V “ Λ´1
V ∆k

VΛV.

Equivalently,

@x, y P V, rQpx, yq “
λpyq

λpxq
Qkpx, yq. (13)

The Laplacians r∆V and ∆k
V are said to be gauge equivalent with gauge ΛV. When V “ V8,

this is a gauge equivalence between a non-massive Laplacian r∆ and a massive Laplacian ∆k.

Proof. For all x „ y P V, x ‰ y

pΛ´1
V ∆k

VΛVqx,y “
λpyq

λpxq
∆k

x,y “ ´
λpyq

λpxq
cpx,yq “ ´rcpx,yq “ r∆x,y.

Moreover, for x P V, by massive harmonicity of λ at x for ∆k:

ckpxq “ mpxq`cpxq “ m8pxq`c8pxq “ m8pxq`
ÿ

y
G8
„ x

c8
px,yq “

ÿ

y
G8
„ x

λpyq

λpxq
c8

px,yq “ rmpxq`rcpxq. (14)
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This implies, for x P V
`

Λ´1
V ∆k

VΛV

˘

x,x
“ ∆k

x,x “ ckpxq ´ cpx,xq “ rmpxq ` rcpxq ´ rcpx,xq “ r∆x,x, (15)

which proves the first point of the Lemma. The second point of the Proposition is a direct
consequence of Equation (14) and the definition of the transition kernels in Equation (7) (and
Equation (6) when V “ V8):

rQV “ I ´Dprc` rmq´1
r∆V “ I ´DpckqΛ´1

V ∆k
VΛV “ Λ´1

V Qk
VΛV.

A first property of the Doob transform is the following:

Proposition 2.18. Assume that Sk is transient and V “ V8. If λ is massive harmonic for ∆k

on V, the Doob transform rS is also transient.

This holds more generally for V Ă V8 with the same proof but we will not need it and we find it
more clear to provide a proof in the intuitive case V “ V8 where the notation is less cumbersome.

Proof. It is left as an exercise after Definition 8-11 of [KGSK12], we prove it to illustrate our
definitions. For A Ă V, we denote respectively by pτkq`pAq, prτq`pAq the first positive hitting time

of A for Sk and rS. Let x, y P V, n P N. By summing over all paths in V of length n from x to y
that do not hit y except at their extremities,

Px

`

prτq`pyq “ n
˘ (13)

“
λpyq

λpxq
Px

`

pτkq`pyq “ n
˘

.

Since Sk is transient, summing over all n and taking y “ x gives

Px

`

prτq`pxq ă 8
˘

“ Px

`

pτkq`pxq ă 8
˘

ă 1.

The Doob transform technique is often used to study general Markov chains conditioned by a
certain event. We refer to Chapter 8 of [KGSK12] for a general introduction from the potential
theory point of view and to Section 7 of [DHESC20] for a recent and clear introduction. It is a
powerful tool that works in very general settings. The difficulty is to find a setting where these
results can be applied and give quantitative estimate.

3 From rooted spanning forests to directed spanning trees

This section has two goals: the first one (developed in Section 3.1) is to show some applications
of the Doob transform technique to the random RSF and RST models when a positive massive
harmonic function is available. The idea is to show that a RSF model on a graph G can be related
to a RST model on the same graph (infinite case) or on a modified but similar graph Go (finite
case). This is very different from the forest-tree bijection which relates RSF on G with RST on
Gρ: since our main applications will be to the case of planar graphs, it is very important that the
modified graph Go retains the properties of the initial graph, which is typically not the case of Gρ

(see Figure 2).
The second goal (developed in Section 3.2) is to justify that it is always possible to find

positive massive harmonic functions on G (infinite case) or on Go (finite case) and hence to apply
Theorem 3.1. In the finite case it is impossible to find positive massive harmonic functions on G,
see Paragraph 3.2.1 (which explains why the statements are heavier in the finite case).

3.1 The Doob transform technique for rooted spanning forests

We start by introducing the notation in the intuitive case of an infinite graph, and then show how
it has to be adapted in the finite case. The reader can in a first time skip the finite case and jump
directly to the statement of Theorem 3.1.
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3.1.1 The infinite case

Assume that G is infinite and that Sk dies almost surely in finite time as in (ii) of Theorem 2.15.
Let V k, Hk,Pk

W be respectively the associated potential, transfer current operator and Wilson’s
measure on RSF of G.

Let λ be a positive massive harmonic function on V. The Doob transform technique of Sec-
tion 2.3 applies: denote by rS the Doob transform of Sk by λ on V: it is the RW associated with the
conductance function rc and the non-massive Laplacian r∆. Denote by rV the associated potential
of the transient RW rS:

@x, y P V, rV px, yq “ Ex

«

8
ÿ

i“0

1
t rSi“yu

ff

and by rH, rPW the associated transfer current operator on V and Wilson’s measure on EST of G.
Proposition 2.17 shows that ∆k and r∆ are gauge equivalent:

r∆ “ Λ´1∆kΛ.

The implications of this equation for the RSF and ERST models are the content of Theorem 3.1.

3.1.2 The finite case

Consider a connected graph G8 “ pV8,E8q with conductance and mass functions pc8,m8q and
denote by ∆k and Sk the associated massive Laplacian and KRW. Let V Ă V8 be a strict finite
subset such that the induced subgraph G is connected, and denote by pc,mq the conductance
and mass functions with wired boundary conditions induced by pc8,m8q on G. Recall that the
restriction ∆k

V is the massive Laplacian on G associated with pc,mq. Let λ : V8 Ñ Rą0 be massive

harmonic for ∆k on V. Denote by rS and r∆ the Doob transform of Sk by λ on V, and by prc, rmq

the conductance and mass function with wired boundary conditions induced by rc8 on G: r∆V is
the Laplacian associated with prc, rmq. Observe that unlike in Paragraph 3.1.1, V ‰ V8 so rm ‰ 0.
Proposition 2.17 holds and states that:

r∆V “ Λ´1
V ∆k

VΛV. (16)

The Laplacians ∆k
V and r∆V are related to RSF models on G with respective conductance and

mass functions pc,mq and prc, rmq. Since rS is a RW with no mass, we are in the setting described
around Equation (11). Recall that Go is the graph obtained from G by identifying all the vertices
outside V to an additional vertex o. By the forest-tree bijection, RSF of G weighted by prc, rmq are
in weight-preserving bijection with RST of Go weighted by rc. We use the notation o instead of ρ
to insist on the fact that the graphs Go and Gρ are different (compare Figure 2 and 3), and this is
the key point of our work.

Let rV , rH be the potential and transfer current operator associated with the RW rS killed
when it exits V (or more formally, with the KRW on G associated with the conductance and mass
functions prc, rmq). Observe the difference with Paragraph 3.1.1 where they are the potential and

transfer operators rV and rH associated with a RW with no killing. Let Pk
W and rPW be the Wilson’s

measure on RST of Gρ (rooted at ρ) and RST of Go (rooted at o) associated with Sk and rS.

3.1.3 Statement and proof of the main result

Consider either the setting of Paragraph 3.1.1 (G is infinite) or the setting of Paragraph 3.1.2 (G
is finite). The following holds:

Theorem 3.1. The Wilson’s measures Pk
W and rPW are naturally related: they both satisfy the

transfer current Theorem 2.9 with respective transfer current operators
$

&

%

@e⃗ “ pw, xq, f⃗ “ py, zq P E⃗ρ, Hk
e⃗,f⃗

“
V k

pw,yq

ckpyq
´

V k
px,yq

ckpyq

@e⃗ “ pw, xq, f⃗ “ py, zq P E⃗o, rHe⃗,f⃗ “
λpyq

λpwq

V k
pw,yq

ckpyq
´

λpyq

λpxq

V k
px,yq

ckpyq
.

(17)
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When G is infinite, E⃗o “ E⃗. When G is finite, we use the conventions V kpo, ¨q “ V kp¨, oq “ 0.
Moreover, when G is finite, the following equality of partition functions holds:

ZRSFpG, c,mq “ Zρ
RSTpGρ, ckq “ Zo

RSTpGo,rcq. (18)

When G is infinite, this theorem relates the RSF model on G with conductance and mass
functions pc,mq with an EST model on G with conductance function rc. When G is finite, it relates
a RSF model on G with another RSF model on G with the mass “sent to the boundary”.

Proof. We first prove the equality of partition functions in the finite case. The first equality in
(18) is the matrix-forest theorem stated in Equation (5). For the second equality, the matrix-tree
theorem implies on the one hand

Zo
RSTpGo,rcq “ detp r∆Vq

and on the other hand
Zρ
RSTpGρ, ckq “ detp∆k

Vq.

The gauge equivalence of Equation (16) and the fact that the determinant is invariant by gauge
change imply the second equality of Equation (18).

In Paragraph 3.1.1, we assumed that Sk dies almost surely in finite time so the first statement of
Equation (17) is case (ii) of Theorem 2.15. In this case, the RW rS is transient by Proposition 2.18

so it satisfies the hypothesis of case (i) of Theorem 2.15 with the transfer current operator rH
on G. In the setting of Paragraph 3.1.2, the first statement of Equation (17) is simply case (i)

of Theorem 2.9. In this case, the RW rS killed when exiting V is a KRW on a finite graph and
Theorem 2.9 holds with the potential and transfer current operators rV , rH on Go. Note that by
convention, rV px, oq “ rV po, xq “ 0 for all x P V.

We only have to show that in both cases, the transfer current operator rH takes the form given
in Equation (17). By Equation (13),

@ i P N, @x, y P V, Px

`

rSi “ y
˘

“
λpyq

λpxq
PxpSk

i “ yq,

which implies for all x, y P V

rV px, yq “

8
ÿ

i“0

Px

`

rSi “ y
˘

“
λpyq

λpxq

8
ÿ

i“0

PxpSk
i “ yq “

λpyq

λpxq
V kpx, yq.

Note that in the finite case, this also holds when x “ o or y “ o since both sides are 0. Moreover,
Proposition 2.17 (and more precisely Equation (15)) implies that for all x P V, ckpxq “ rcpxq.

Hence, for all e⃗ “ pw, xq P E⃗o, f⃗ “ py, zq P E⃗o (this is simply E⃗ when G is infinite), the definition

of the transfer current operator rH becomes

rHe⃗,f⃗ “
rV pw, yq

rcpyq
´

rV px, yq

rcpyq
“
λpyq

λpwq

V kpw, yq

ckpyq
´
λpyq

λpxq

V kpx, yq

ckpyq
.

3.2 Positive massive harmonic functions

3.2.1 The finite case

Consider a finite graph G with conductance and mass functions pc,mq and associated massive
Laplacian ∆k.

Proposition 3.2. If m ‰ 0, there are no positive massive harmonic functions on V.
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Proof. We proceed by contradiction and assume that there exists a positive massive harmonic
function λ. We apply the maximum principle to show that λ is constant: by contradiction, if λ is
not constant, since G is connected we can pick a point x P V where λ reaches its maximum and a
neighbouring point y „ x with λpyq ă λpxq. Massive harmonicity at x implies

ÿ

y„x

cpx,yqλpxq ď

˜

mpxq `
ÿ

y„x

cpx,yq

¸

λpxq “
ÿ

y„x

cpx,yqλpyq ă
ÿ

y„x

cpx,yqλpxq,

which is a contradiction. Hence λ is constant (and positive), and for all x P V, massive harmonicity
at x implies cpxq “ ckpxq “ cpxq `mpxq which contradicts the fact that m ‰ 0.

This justifies why when G is finite we cannot use the same simple setting as in Paragraph 3.1.1.
Consider now pG8, c8,m8q and a finite connected induced subgraph with wired boundary condi-
tions pG, c,mq as in Paragraph 3.1.2.

Proposition 3.3. There exists a positive function λ on V8 satisfying p∆kλqpxq “ 0 for all x P V.

Proof. Recall that Sk is the KRW on G8 associated with pc8,m8q and let V 8,k be the associated
potential operator on V8. Be careful that it does not coincide with V k even when restricting to V.
Fix any z P V8zV and let λp¨q “ V 8,kp¨, zq. This defines a function which is positive on V8 since
G8 is connected and massive harmonic on V8ztzu by Equation (9), so in particular it is massive
harmonic on V.

Proposition 3.3 justifies that the statement of Theorem 3.1 are non empty. A more explicit
way of finding massive harmonic functions as in Paragraph 3.1.2 is to use an explicit massive
harmonic function λ on an infinite graph G8 with massive Laplacian ∆k (see Example 3.6 in the
next paragraph) and apply the Doob transform technique on a finite induced subgraph G of G8.
This is the starting point of Section 6.

3.2.2 The infinite case: Martin boundary of a killed random walk

For some specific infinite graphs and Laplacians (for example isoradial graphs or Zd-periodic
graphs), explicit positive massive harmonic functions are known. This will be detailed in Example
3.6 and in Section 6 and Section 5.2.

In this paragraph, we show that there always exist positive massive harmonic functions on an
infinite graph, which justifies that the statements of Section 3.1 are non-empty. For non-massive
RW, or KRW with a constant killing function mpxq “ m ą 0 @x P V, harmonic and superharmonic
functions are described by the theory of the Martin boundary (see Section 24 of [Woe00] for a
general introduction in the transient case). To our knowledge, the general theory has not been
developed for KRW with non-constant killing functions, but some examples (which we will recall
at the end of the paragraph) were considered in [BR22]. We give a sketch of what such a general
theory would look like and prove a first result. It would be interesting to push this further.

Consider an infinite irreducible graph with a conductance function c and a mass functionm ‰ 0.
Recall that the KRW is transient and its potential V k is defined by Equation (8). Let x0 P V be
a reference point. For y P V, the killed Martin kernel is defined as the function Kp¨, yq : V Ñ Rą0

@x P V, Kpx, yq “
V kpx, yq

V kpx0, yq
.

Consider a sequence of vertices ζ “ pznqnPN P VN going to 8 (in the sense that it visits each fixed
vertex of V for only a finite set of indices). We say that ζ converges to the killed Martin boundary
if for all x P V, the killed Martin kernel converges towards a limit in p0,8q

Kpx, ζq :“ lim
nÑ8

V kpx, znq

V kpx0, znq
P p0,`8q. (19)
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Two sequences ζ1, ζ2 converging to the Martin boundary are equivalent and we write ζ1 „ ζ2 if
the corresponding Martin kernel Kp¨, ζ1q and Kp¨, ζ2q coincide. The killed Martin boundary BMpGq

is defined as the set of these converging sequences quotiented by the equivalence relation „.

Proposition 3.4. The killed Martin boundary of a transient KRW is non empty. More precisely,
for all sequence pznqnPN P VN such that zn

nÑ8
ÝÑ 8, there exists an extraction kn

nÑ8
ÝÑ 8 such that

the subsequence pzknqnPN converges to the killed Martin boundary.

We could not find this result under such general hypothesis so we provide a proof even though
this will not seem new to the reader acquainted with the usual Martin boundary theory.

Proof. For all x P V, since G is connected there exists n0 P N such that Px0
pSk

n0
“ xq ą 0. Hence

by the simple Markov property,

V kpx, znq

V kpx0, znq
ě

Px0pSk
n0

“ x, τρpznq ą n0qV kpx0, znq

V kpx0, znq

nÑ8
ÝÑ Px0

pSk
n0

“ xq ą 0

where the convergence is justified by the fact that zn Ñ 8. This shows that the ratio is bounded
from below: there exists εpxq ą 0 such that for all n large enough,

V kpx, znq

V kpx0, znq
ě εpxq.

The reverse argument works the same way (by exchanging x0 and x): there exists Epxq ą 0 such
that for all n large enough,

V kpx, znq

V kpx0, znq
ď Epxq.

Hence, for fixed x, there exists a subsequence zkn
with kn Ñ 8 such that the ratio

V k
px,zkn q

V kpx0,zkn q

converges. Since this holds for all x P V, by diagonal extraction we can find a common converging
subsequence.

In the usual Martin boundary theory (i.e. the KRW with constant mass function m ě 0),
an integral representation theorem shows that all harmonic functions are obtained as integrals of
Martin kernels. We do not know if such a result holds for KRW with general killing function, but
we can still use that limits of killed Martin kernels provide us with massive harmonic functions on
the full graph:

Proposition 3.5. If ζ P BMpGq, Kp¨, ζq is a positive massive harmonic function on V.

Observe that this is in some sense the limit of the finite case since it corresponds to sending
z Ñ 8 in Proposition 3.3.

Proof. Let ζ “ pznqnPN. Since by Equation (9) V kp¨, znq is a massive harmonic function on Vztznu,
we have that for fixed x P V and n large enough such that x ‰ zn:

p∆kV kp¨, znqqpxq “ 0.

Dividing by V kpx0, znq and letting n Ñ 8 gives the massive harmonicity of the killed Martin
kernel.

We now give some examples where this killed Martin boundary was studied.

Example 3.6.

• The degenerate case of our model where the RW associated to the conductances c is recurrent
and the mass is infinite at a point and 0 elsewhere is the setting of the recurrent Martin
boundary theory, which is well developed and written out for example in Chapter 9 of
[KGSK12]. In particular, for the simple random walk on Z2 killed almost surely at the
origin, the convergence in Equation (19) holds and the left hand side is the usual potential
kernel for any sequence pznqnPN going to infinity.
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• If the graph G is isoradial and ∆k is the Z-invariant massive Laplacian of [BdTR17], the main
result of [BR22] is the asymptotics of the killed Martin kernel Kp¨, ζq depending on how the
sequence ζ goes to infinity. This asymptotic is described explicitly: it is the discrete massive
exponential evaluated at a certain point, so the killed Martin boundary is fully described in
this case.

• If the graph G with conductance and mass functions pc,mq are Zd-periodic, the asymptotic
of the killed Martin kernel is also discussed in [BR22] (building on earlier results). Theorem
5 of [BR22] establishes convergence of the killed Martin kernel for translated copies of the
same vertex x P V. More precisely, they show that for x P V, y “ x ` pk1, . . . , kdq and
zn “ u` pin1 , . . . , i

n
d q such that zn Ñ 8 and zn

|zn|
converges to a limit r,

lim
nÑ8

V kpx, znq

V kpy, znq
“ exppνprq ¨ pk1, . . . , kdqq

where ν is defined precisely in [BR22].

4 The planar case: from rooted spanning forests to dimers

The goal of this section is to explain how our results relating a RSF model on a planar graph G
with a RST model on a related planar graph Go can be used to relate the RSF model on G with
a dimer model on a planar graph related to Go.

4.1 Preliminary: Temperley’s bijection

Temperley’s bijection was first stated in [TF61] as a bijection between (undirected) spanning trees
of a finite grid and dimer configurations of an associated grid. It was later extended by several
authors. The version that we describe is a weight-preserving bijection between weighted RST of
a planar graph G and weighted dimer configurations of its double graph. This extension can be
found in Section 2 of [KPW00]. For the notation we align as much as possible with Section 2.3.1 of
[dT20]. Warning : in the bijection that we present here, the primal and dual graph are exchanged
compared to the literature.

Dimers on a bipartite graph. Let G “ pV,Eq be a bipartite graph (finite or infinite). Its
vertex set can be partitioned into white and black vertices V “ W \ B such that there is no edge
between two vertices of the same color. If G is finite, we assume that it has the same number of
white and black vertices: |W| “ |B|. A dimer configuration on G is a subset of edges M Ă E such
that every vertex in V is incident to exactly one edge of this subset. The set of dimer configurations
of G is denoted by MpGq. A dimer model on G is specified by a weight function on the edges
ν : e P E Ñ νe ě 0. The weight of a dimer configuration is

@M P MpGq, νdimpMq “
ź

ePM

νe. (20)

The partition function of the dimer model is the weighted sum

ZdimpG, νq “
ÿ

MPMpGq

νdimpMq.

When G is finite and MpGq ‰ H, 0 ă ZdimpG, νq ă 8 so this weight function induces a probability
measure on dimer configurations:

@M P MpGq, PdimpMq “
νdimpMq

ZdimpG, νq
. (21)
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For all te1, . . . , eku Ă E, we denote by Pdimpe1, . . . , ekq the measure of the set of all dimer config-
urations containing te1, . . . , eku.

A set of phases ζ is the attribution of a complex number of modulus one ζwb to each edge
wb P E. It satisfies the Kasteleyn property if, for all inner face of G bounded by the 2p vertices
w1, b1, . . . , wp, bp in clockwise order,

ζw1b1 . . . ζwpbp

ζw2b1 . . . ζw1bp

“ p´1qp´1.

Given a set of phases ζ on G satisfying the Kasteleyn property, the Kasteleyn matrix of the dimer
model associated with these phases is the matrix with rows indexed by white vertices and columns
by black vertices

@w P W, b P B, Kw,b “

"

ζwbνwb if w „ b
0 otherwise.

It has been known since [TF61] (see [Kup98] for the version with phases that we use here) that
the determinant of the Kasteleyn matrix counts the weighted sum of dimer configurations:

|detK| “ ZdimpG, νq. (22)

When MpGq ‰ H, this implies that the Kasteleyn matrix is invertible and the probability measure
Pdim is related to the Kasteleyn matrix K by the local statistics formula of [Ken97]:

@ tw1b1, . . . , wkbku Ă E, Pdim

`

w1b1, . . . , wkbk
˘

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k
ź

i“1

Kwi,bj det
`

K´1
bi,wj

˘

1ďi,jďk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

. (23)

The dimer models associated with two weight functions ν1, ν2 are gauge equivalent with gauge
functions ϕ : W Ñ Rą0, ψ : B Ñ Rą0 if

@ wb P E, ν2wb “ ϕpwqψpbqν1wb.

The dimer models are gauge equivalent with gauge functions ϕ : W Ñ Rą0, ψ : B Ñ Rą0 if and
only if their respective Kasteleyn matrix K1, K2 (with respect to the same fixed set of phases)
satisfy

K2 “ ΦK1Ψ,

where Φ “ Dpϕq and Ψ “ Dpψq. The Kasteleyn matrices are also said to be gauge equivalent with
gauge pΦ,Ψq. If G is finite, gauge equivalence preserves the measure since for all M P MpGq,

ν2pMq “
ź

ePM

ν2e “
ź

wPW

ϕpwq
ź

bPB

ψpbq
ź

ePM

ν1e “

˜

ź

wPW

ϕpwq
ź

bPB

ψpbq

¸

ν1pMq. (24)

where
ś

wPW ϕpwq
ś

bPB ψpbq is a constant which does not depend on M. In particular, gauge
equivalence preserves the local statistics formula Equation 23.

Dual and double graph of a planar graph. For the rest of the section, let pG, c,mq be an
infinite connected planar graph with mass and conductance functions as in Paragraph 3.1.1 or a
finite simply connected induced subgraph with wired boundary conditions of a planar graph with
conductance and mass functions pG8, c8,m8q as in Paragraph 3.1.2.

Recall the definition of the boundary BV of G in G8. Note that when G is infinite, BV “ H.
Recall from Paragraph 3.1.2 the definition of Go obtained by identifying all vertices in V8zV to a
unique vertex o, and recall that we abuse notation and also write c for the conductance function
on Go. We already observed that since G is simply connected, Go is planar. If G is infinite, we use
the convention Go “ G.

Let G‹ “ pV‹,E‹q be the restricted dual graph of Go (in black on Figure 4). It is the dual
graph of Go from which the dual vertex corresponding to the outer face and all the edges incident
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to it are removed. If G is infinite, it is simply the dual graph of G “ Go. Observe that G is the
restricted dual of G‹ so we are in the same situation as [KPW00] with primal and dual exchanged.
If G is finite, given r P G‹, every RST of Go rooted at o, T P T opGoq, has a dual directed spanning
tree rooted at r which we denote by T ‹. It is the unique RST of G‹ rooted at r which does not
intersect T .

o

r x y

u

v

w

νwu “ 1

νwv “ 1

νwx “ cpx,yq νwy “ cpy,xq

Figure 4: On the left: G (in gray) is a finite simply connected induced subgraph of a planar graph.
The additional vertex o in the outer face is represented in a spread-out way by a dotted gray line.
The restricted dual G‹ is drawn in black. The white vertices of the double graph GD are drawn as
white balls. The graph GD is obtained from GD by removing the vertices o and r and the edges
incident to them (crossed in red). On the right: the weight function ν on the edges of GD.

Embed the graphs Go and G‹ in the plane so that the primal and dual edges intersect at a
single point. The double graph GD “ pVD,EDq is constructed by superimposing the graphs Go and
G‹ and adding an extra vertex at each crossing of a primal and dual edge. It has two types of
vertices: the original vertices are called black vertices (drawn as gray and black bullets on Figure
4) and denoted by B “ Vo \ V‹ while the extra vertices are called white vertices and denoted
by W (drawn as white bullets on Figure 4). The graph GD is bipartite: its edges correspond to
half-edges of Go or G‹ linking a white vertex with a black vertex.

Every (undirected) edge of the double graph GD corresponds to a directed edge of the primal
graph Go or dual graph G‹ (and conversely): if an edge e “ xw P ED links a primal vertex x P Vo

to a white vertex w P W, since this white vertex corresponds to the intersection between a primal
edge xy P Eo and a dual edge uv P E‹, we say that the (undirected) half-edge xw P ED corresponds
to the (directed) edge px, yq P Eo of the primal graph. The same correspondence holds between
edges uw P ED with u P V‹, w P W and directed edges of the dual graph G‹.

For the rest of the section, when G is finite, r P BG‹ denotes a vertex on the boundary of
the dual graph (which is also planar). Denote by GD

“ pVD,ED
q the graph obtained from GD

by removing o, r and all the edges incident to them (on Figure 4 it corresponds to removing
everything crossed in red). Using our notation for induced subgraphs, GD

“ GD
VDzto,ru

. When G

is infinite, we use the convention GD
“ GD. The graph GD is also bipartite with white vertices

W “ W and black vertices B :“ V \ V‹ with V‹
“ V‹ztru. Note that if G is infinite, V “ Vo and

V‹
“ V‹. When G is finite, GD has the same number of black and white vertices: |W| “ |B| (by

Euler’s formula applied to the planar graph G‹, which has |Vo| faces, |V‹| vertices and |W| edges).

Even if G is not bipartite, its double graph GD is and there is a convenient way to choose phases
on GD. It goes as follows: around each white vertex, there are four vertices of GD alternating
between vertices of G and G‹, say x, u, y, v in the clockwise order. We attribute phases to edges

ζwx “ 1, ζwu “ i, ζwy “ ´1, ζwv “ ´i
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(the choice of starting with 1 on x or y is arbitrary and can be made independently for each
w P W). Such a choice of phases is represented on Figure 5. These phases satisfy the Kasteleyn

y

x

u

v

´1 1

i

´i

Figure 5: A choice of phases ζ on the double graph GD satisfying the Kasteleyn property (in red).

property: the alternating product around the faces is ´1 (and all the inner faces of GD are bounded
by four vertices). The restriction of these phases to GD also satisfies the Kasteleyn property since
inner faces of GD are also inner faces of GD. For the rest of this section, such a choice of phases is
fixed.

Temperley’s bijection. We define weights on the edges of GD (see Figure 4).

@ wb P ED, νwb “

"

1 if b “ u P V‹

cpx,yq if b “ x P V and xw P ED corresponds to px, yq P E⃗o . (25)

Temperley’s bijection is a weight-preserving correspondence between dimer configurations and
RST of a finite planar graph. Denote by νoRST the weight function on T opGoq associated to c by

Equation (2) and by νdim the weight function on MpGD
q associated to ν by (20).

Theorem 4.1 (Temperley’s bijection, Theorem 1 of [KPW00]). Assume that G is finite. Dimer
configurations of GD are in weight-preserving bijection with RST of Go rooted at o. More precisely,
for every T P T opGoq, the corresponding dimer configuration M P MpGD

q is obtained by replacing
each directed edge of T and of its dual directed spanning tree T ‹ by the corresponding (undirected)
edge of GD, and satisfies

νoRSTpT q “ νdimpMq.

Pictures of Temperley’s bijection in this context can be found in Figure 1 of [KPW00] or Figure
2 of [dT20]. Recall the notation Pdim for the probability measure on MpGD

q associated with ν
by Equation (21) and denote by Po

RST the probability measure on RST of Go associated with the
conductance function c by Equation (3).

Corollary 4.2. Assume that G is finite. The partition function of the dimer and tree models are
equal:

Zo
RSTpGo, cq “ ZdimpGD, νq.

Moreover, for all e⃗1, . . . , e⃗k P E⃗o, if f1, . . . , fk are the corresponding undirected edges of GD:

Po
RSTpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “ Pdimpf1, . . . , fkq.

4.2 The drifted and killed dimer models.

The goal of this Section is to combine Theorem 3.1 with Temperley’s bijection to relate the RSF
model on G with a dimer model. We introduce two families of dimer models and show how they
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are related to the RSF model. For the rest of this section, we assume that c is a symmetric
conductance function (the symmetry is necessary here unlike in the rest of the paper).

Let λ : V8 Ñ Rą0, not necessarily massive harmonic for the moment. Recall that when G is
finite, it is an induced subgraph of a larger graph G8. Recall the definition of the conductance

function associated with the Doob transform @px, yq P E, rcpx,yq “
λpyq

λpxq
cxy. The conductance

function rc is not in general symmetric, even though c is. Recall that when G is finite, we abuse
notation and also denote by rc the conductance function on Go obtained from rc8 by identifying
vertices of V8zV to o.

We introduce two dimer models on GD (local weights are pictured in Figure 1): they are a
generalization on any graph with any symmetric conductance function of the “drifted” and “killed”
dimer models of [Chh12] (which were defined on Z2 for specific conductance functions) and of the
“killed” dimer model defined in Section 3.1 of [dT20] underlying the Zu-Dirac operator (which
was defined on an isoradial graph, with specific elliptic weights). The local weights associated
with these dimer models are pictured on Figure 1.

Definition 4.3 (The drifted dimer model). Denote by νd the weight function on the edges of GD

associated to rc by Equation (25):

@ wb P ED, νdwb “

"

1 if b “ u P V‹

rcpx,yq if b “ x P V and xw P ED corresponds to px, yq P E⃗o.

(see Figure 1). When G is infinite, GD
“ GD, E⃗o “ E⃗ and @px, yq P E, rcpx,yq “

λpyq

λpxq
cxy. The drifted

dimer model associated with λ is the dimer model on GD with weights νd.

Let λ‹ : V‹ Ñ Rą0 be an arbitrary positive function on the dual.

Definition 4.4 (The killed dimer model). We define a weight function νk associated to λ, λ‹ on
the edges of GD (see Figure 1). If w P W corresponds to the intersection of the primal and dual
edges xy P Eo (with x ‰ o) and uv P E‹ (with u ‰ r), let

νkwb “

#

λ‹puq´1
`

cxyλpxqλpyq
˘´ 1

2 if b “ u
`

cxyλpyq
˘

1
2λpxq´ 1

2 if b “ x
(26)

(see Figure 1). Recall that when G is infinite, GD
“ GD and Eo “ E. The dimer model on GD with

weight function νk is called the killed dimer model.

We denote by Kd and Kk the Kasteleyn matrices of the drifted and killed dimer models, with
rows indexed by W and columns by B (associated with the fixed phases ζ). If G is finite we denote
by Pd

dim and Pk
dim the associated probability measure on MpGD

q (see Equation (21)).

Proposition 4.5. The drifted and killed dimer models are gauge equivalent.

Proof. Define a gauge function ψ on B coinciding with λ on V and pλ‹q´1 on V‹. We also define a
function ϕ on the white vertices. For w corresponding to the primal edge xy (we can assume that

x ‰ o upon exchanging x and y) let ϕpwq “
`

cxyλpxqλpyq
˘´ 1

2 . It is left to the reader to check that
for all w P W, b P B

pKkqw,b “ ϕpwqψpbqKd
w,b. (27)

We first show that when λ is massive harmonic on V, a consequence of the Doob transform
technique is that the partition function of the drifted dimer model is equal to the partition func-
tion of the RSF model. It is a direct corollary of Temperley’s bijection (Corollary 4.2) and of
Theorem 3.1:
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Corollary 4.6 (Temperley’s bijection at the level of partition functions). Assume that G is finite
and λ is massive harmonic for ∆k on V. The RST model on Go with conductance function rc and
the drifted dimer model are in weight-preserving bijection. In particular:

ZRSFpG, c,mq “ Zo
RSTpGo,rcq “ ZdimpGD, νdq

Proof. Temperley’s bijection holds by definition of the drifted dimer model. The first equality is
stated in Theorem 3.1. The last one is Corollary 4.2.

This result can be seen as a partial extension of Temperley’s bijection since it relates RSF of G
with dimer configurations on the double graph GD. Our equality only holds for partition function,
unlike Temperley’s bijection which is a one-to-one bijection. This result has no direct extension
for an infinite planar graph G since the partition function is not well-defined, but an analogous
result for infinite Z2-periodic graphs is given in Section 5.3, relating the free energy (which can be
thought of as the infinite equivalent of the partition function) of a Z2-periodic forest model with
the free energy of a Z2-periodic dimer model.

When λ is massive harmonic, the killed dimer model is also related to the RSF model via the
massive Laplacian ∆k. To state this result, we need a bit of notation. The hermitian conjugate
M : of a matrix M is the conjugate of the transposed matrix. If a square matrix M has rows and
columns indexed by B, it is block diagonal if all its coefficients outside of the blocks V ˆ V and
V‹

ˆ V‹ are 0. In which case, we write

M “

ˆ

˚ 0
0 ˚

˙

.

A natural dual conductance function and modified dual conductance function c‹ and rc‹ are defined
on E‹. Each edge uv of G‹ intersects a unique edge xy of Go. Upon exchanging x and y, we can

assume that x P V. The dual conductance function is then c‹
uv “

`

cxy
˘´1

and the dual modified

conductance function is then rc‹
uv “

`

cxyλpxqλpyq
˘´1

. They are both symmetric. The Laplacian
operator on G‹ associated with the conductance function c‹ is denoted by ∆‹. We also define a
matrix r∆‹ with rows and columns indexed by V‹ and coefficients

@u, v P V‹, r∆‹
u,v “

$

’

&

’

%

´rc‹
uvλ

‹puq´1λ‹pvq´1 if u
G‹

„ v, u ‰ v
ř

v
G‹
„u,v‰u

rc‹
uvλ

‹puq´2 if u “ v

0 otherwise

. (28)

We will comment on this definition after the statement of Proposition 4.7.

Proposition 4.7. The matrix pKkq:Kk is block diagonal. Moreover, if λ is massive harmonic
for ∆k on V,

pKkq:Kk “

ˆ

∆k
V 0

0 r∆‹

˙

. (29)

When G is infinite, reciprocally, if ν : ED
Ñ Rą0 is a weight function and K denotes the associated

Kasteleyn matrix (with the fixed set of phases ζ), if

K:K “

ˆ

∆k
V 0
0 ˚

˙

, (30)

there exists λ : V Ñ Rą0 massive harmonic for ∆k and λ‹ : V‹ Ñ Rą0 such that ν is the weight
function of the killed dimer model associated with λ, λ‹.

We first make a few observations on the definitions and statements, then state some conse-
quences, and finally provide a proof of this proposition at the end of the section.

• Recall that when G is infinite, ∆k
V “ ∆k.
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• When G is finite, r P V‹ acts as a cemetery state in the definition of r∆‹ since for u
G‹

„ r, r
contributes to the diagonal coefficient r∆‹

u,u even though there is no extra diagonal coefficient
r∆‹
u,r since the matrix is indexed by V‹

“ V‹ztru.

• The value of λ‹ at u is not used in the construction of the killed dimer model, but it will be
useful that λ‹ is defined on all V‹ when we discuss duality.

• The matrix r∆‹ is not in general the (massive) Laplacian operator associated with a conduc-

tance (and mass) function. In the infinite case though, for the choice λ‹ “ 1, r∆‹ is the (non
massive) Laplacian operator on G‹ associated with the symmetric conductance function rc‹.

In the finite case, for the choice λ‹ “ 1, r∆‹ is the massive Laplacian associated with the
conductance function rc‹ restricted to V‹

“ V‹ztru. It is associated with a RST model on G‹

rooted at r.

We state some consequences of Proposition 4.7. When G is finite this Proposition gives an alter-
native proof of our Theorem 3.1 for symmetric conductance functions. We explain why.

Alternative proof of Theorem 3.1 when c is symmetric. Denote by Pd
RST the probability measure

on RST of Go rooted at o associated with the conductance function rc. By Temperley’s bijection
Theorem 4.1 and the local statistics formula (23), for all e⃗1 “ px1, y1q, . . . , e⃗k “ pxk, ykq P E⃗o with
x1, . . . , xk P V, if f1 “ x1w1, . . . fk “ xkwk P ED are the corresponding edges of the double graph,

Pd
RSTpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “ Pd

dimpf1, . . . , fkq “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k
ź

i“1

Kd
wi,xi

det
`

ppKdq´1qxi,wj

˘

1ďi,jďk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

k
ź

i“1

Kk
wi,xi

det
`

ppKkq´1qxi,wj

˘

1ďi,jďk

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

(31)

because gauge equivalence preserves the local statistics formula (see Equation (24)) and by Propo-
sition 4.7 the drifted and killed dimer models are gauge equivalent. The inverse Kasteleyn matrix
pKkq´1 can be computed using Equation (29): for every 1 ď i, j ď k:

ppKkq´1qxi,wj

(29)
“

`

p∆kq´1pKkq:
˘

xi,wj

(4)
“

`

GkpKkq:
˘

xi,wj

“ Gk
xi,xj

Kk
wj ,xj

`Gk
xi,yj

Kk
wj ,yj

“ ζwjxj

´

νkwjxj
Gk

xi,xj
´ νkwjyj

Gk
xi,yj

¯

(26)
“

ζwjxj

`

cpxj ,yjqλpxjqλpyjq
˘

1
2

λpxiq

˜

λpxiqG
k
xi,xj

λpxjq
´
λpxiqG

k
xi,yj

λpyjq

¸

.

Observe that since the conductance function c is symmetric, p∆kqT “ ∆k and hence pGkqT “ Gk.
This also holds for the extension of Gk to Vo since we defined by convention Gk

x,o “ Gk
o,y “ 0 for

any x, y P Vo. Using this symmetry, we can write

ppKkq´1qxi,wj
“
ζwjxj

`

cxjyjλpxjqλpyjq
˘

1
2

λpxiq

˜

λpxiqG
k
xj ,xi

λpxjq
´
λpxiqG

k
yj ,xi

λpyjq

¸

“
ζwjxj

`

cxjyj
λpxjqλpyjq

˘
1
2

λpxiq
rHe⃗j ,e⃗i .

(32)

Inserting Equation (32) in Equation (31) and using the multilinearity of the determinant gives

Pd
RSTpe⃗1, . . . , e⃗kq “

k
ź

i“1

νkwixi

k
ź

j“1

`

cxjyjλpxjqλpyjq
˘

1
2

k
ź

i“1

λpxiq
´1 detp rHe⃗j ,e⃗iq1ďi,jďk

“

k
ź

i“1

rcxi,xj
detp rHe⃗j ,e⃗iq1ďi,jďk.
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which is precisely the statement of Theorem 3.1.

When G is finite, Proposition 4.7 implies the equality of determinants pdetKkq2 “ det∆k det r∆‹.
We can actually prove something stronger:

Proposition 4.8. Assume that G is finite and λ is massive harmonic for ∆k on V. There exists
an explicit constant Cpλ, λ‹q such that

detKk “ Cpλ, λ‹qdet∆k
V “ Cpλ, λ‹q´1 det r∆‹.

Observe that by the Kasteleyn formula Equation (22) and the matrix-forest theorem, this
proposition gives an equality up to an explicit constant Cpλ, λ‹q between the partition function
of the killed dimer model and the partition function of the RSF model associated with ∆k

V. This
result is an extension of Theorem 21 of [dT20] in the case of a general finite graph (instead of an
isoradial graph), and the proof is the same.

Proof. For w P W, we denote by xwyw P Eo with xw ‰ o the associated primal edge. Using
successively the gauge equivalence between the drifted and killed Kasteleyn matrices obtained in
Equation (27), the multilinearity of the determinant, Temperley’s bijection between directed trees
and drifted dimers, the matrix-forest theorem and finally the gauge equivalence between ∆k

V and
r∆V, we obtain that

detKk (27)
“

$

&

%

ź

wPW

`

cxwywλpxwqλpywq
˘´ 1

2
ź

xPV

λpxq
ź

uPV‹

λ‹puq

,

.

-

detKd

(22)
“ Cpλ, λ‹qZdimpGD, νdq

(4.2)
“ Cpλ, λ‹qZo

RSTpGo,rcq
(5)
“ Cpλ, λ‹qdet r∆V

(16)
“ Cpλ, λ‹qdet∆k

V.

We now prove Proposition 4.7

Proof. We first check that pKkq:Kk is block diagonal. Let x P V, u P V‹. If u is not adjacent to x
the coefficient ppKkq:Kkqx,u is zero because Kk is non zero only on edges of GD so for all w P W
either pKkq:

x,w “ 0 or Kk
w,x “ 0. If x is a corner of the face u in G, x and u are the opposite

vertices of a face xw1uw2 (with vertices in the clockwise order) of GD and

ppKkq:Kkqx,u “ pKkq:
x,w1

Kk
w1,u ` pKkq:

x,w2
Kk

w2,u “
ÿ

i“1,2

νwixνwiuζwixζwiu.

On the one hand, by definition of νk,

νkxw1
νkuw1

“ νkxw2
νkuw2

“ pλ‹puqλpxqq´1.

On the other hand, the Kasteleyn property of the phases around the face xw1uw2 implies that

ζw1xζw1u “ ´ζw2xζw2u

and hence
ppKkq:Kkqx,u “ 0.

The same holds for ppKkq:Kkqux since

ppKkq:Kkqu,x “ ppKkq:Kkq
:
x,u “ ppKkq:Kkqx,u “ 0.

Assume further that λ is massive harmonic for ∆k on V. We compute the V‹
ˆ V‹ block of

pKkq:Kk. For u, v P V‹, ppKkq:Kkqu,v can be non zero only if u
G‹

„ v or u “ v (since otherwise
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for all w P W either Kk
w,u “ 0 or Kk

w,v “ 0). For u
G‹

„ v with u ‰ v, if w is the white vertex of GD

corresponding to the edge uv P E‹

ppKkq:Kkqu,v “ pKkq:
u,wK

k
w,v “ ´rc‹

uvpλ‹puqλ‹pvqq´1 “ r∆‹
u,v.

For u P V‹, if we denote by u1, . . . , uk the neighbours of u in G‹ (including r) and let w1, . . . , wk P W
such that for all 1 ď i ď k the directed edge pu, ukq of G‹ corresponds to the undirected edge uwk

of GD,

ppKkq:Kkqu,u “

k
ÿ

i“1

rc‹
uuk

λ‹puq´2 “ r∆‹
u,u.

We identify the VˆV block of pKkq:Kk. For x, y P V, ppKkq:Kkqx,y can be non zero only if x „ y
or x “ y (since otherwise for all w P W either Kk

w,x “ 0 or Kk
w,y “ 0). For x „ y with y ‰ x, if

w P W is the white vertex corresponding to the edge xy P E

ppKkq:Kkqx,y “ pKkq:
x,wK

k
w,y “ ´cxy “ ∆k

x,y.

For x P V, if we denote by y1, . . . , yk the neighbours of x in Go and let w1, . . . , wk P W such that
for all 1 ď i ď k the directed edge px, ykq of Go corresponds to the undirected edge xwk of GD,

ppKkq:Kkqx,x “

k
ÿ

i“1

cxyi

λpyiq

λpxq
. (33)

This is equal to ∆k
x,x if and only if λ is massive for ∆k at x, which concludes the first part of the

proof.
We now assume that G is infinite so the notation simplify, in particular B “ B, W “ W and

V‹
“ V‹. We prove the reciprocal statement. Let ν : E⃗ Ñ Rą0 be any weight function such that

the associated Kasteleyn matrix K satisfies Equation (30). In particular, for any x P V, u P V‹,
pK:Kqx,u “ 0. Let xw1uw2 (with vertices in the clockwise order) be any face of GD. Since K:K
vanishes outside the diagonal blocks,

0 “ pK:Kqx,u “ Kw1,xKw1,u `Kw2,xKw2,u. (34)

We define the auxiliary matrix L with rows and columns indexed by W and B:

@w P W, b P B, Lw,b “

"

Kw,x if b “ x P V
`

Kw,uq´1 if b “ u P V‹.
(35)

Equation (34) implies that K has the alternating product property: around each face xw1uw2 of
Gδ (with vertices in the clockwise order),

Lw1,xLw2,u

Lw1,uLw2,x
“ ´1. (36)

Let Kk,1 and νk,1 be the Kasteleyn matrix and weight function of the killed dimer model with
the particular choice λpxq “ 1 for all x P V (which is not massive harmonic) and λ‹puq “ 1 for
all x P V‹ and Lk,1 the auxiliary matrix associated to Kk,1 by Equation (35). For w P W the

intersection of the primal and dual edges xy and uv, Kk,1
w,x “ ζw,xc

1{2
xy and Kk,1

w,u “ ζw,uc
´1{2
xy . By

the first statement of Proposition 4.7 which we already proved, Kk,1 vanishes outside the diagonal
blocks so Lk,1 satisfies the alternating product property Equation (36). It is classical (see for
example Lemma 72 in the Appendix of [dT20]) that for two matrices with non-zero coefficients on
the edges of a bipartite planar graph, equality of the alternating products around every inner face
implies gauge equivalence. Hence L and Lk,1 are gauge equivalent and there exist gauge functions
ϕ : W Ñ Czt0u and ψ : B Ñ Czt0u such that

@w P W, @b P B, Lw,b “ ϕpwqψpbqLk,1
w,b.
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The gauge functions ϕ, ψ are real and positive since they are written in [dT20] as product and

quotient of ratios of the form
Lw,b

Lk,1
w,b

“

ˆ

νw,b

νk,1
w,b

˙˘1

P Rą0. Let λ “ ψ|V, λ
‹ “ ψ|V‹ and because the

Kasteleyn phases are the same. We can write for all w P W, b P B,

Kw,b “

#

Lw,x “ λpxqϕpwqLk,1
w,x “ λpxqϕpwqKk,1

w,x if b “ x P V
`

Lw,u

˘´1
“

`

λ‹puqϕpwqLk,1
wu

˘´1
“ pλ‹puqϕpwqq

´1
Kk,1

wu if b “ u P V‹.
(37)

We can now identify the gauge function ϕ. Since Equation (30) holds, for all w P W corresponding
to the primal edge xy P E:

∆k
x,y “ ´cxy “ pK:Kqx,y “ Kw,xKw,y “ λpxqλpyqϕpwq2Kk,1

w,xK
k,1
w,y “ ´λpxqλpyqϕpwq2cxy.

and hence
ϕpwq2 “

`

λpxqλpyq
˘´1

.

Combined with Equation (37), it implies that the weight function ν coincides with the weight
function of the killed dimer model associated with the positive functions λ, λ‹. It remains to prove
that the function λ is massive harmonic: for x P V, Equation (30) applied at x implies massive
harmonicity of λ at x by (33).

4.3 Massive holomorphy and self-duality.

For the clarity of exposition, we assume in this paragraph that G is infinite. Similar statements
could be given in the finite case, but the self-duality would be less clear since Go with distinguished
vertex o and G‹ with distinguished vertex r do not play perfectly dual roles.

Proposition 4.7 can be seen as a generalization of the theory of discrete massive holomorphy
on isoradial graphs developed in [Ken02] for the non-massive case and in [MS09], [dT20], [Par22]
(among others) for the massive case. Equation (29) implies that the Kasteleyn matrix Kk of the
killed dimer model is a discrete massive Dirac operator associated with the massive Laplacian ∆k.
In other words, a function f : B Ñ C satisfying Kkf “ 0 can be decomposed into a real part
f0 : V Ñ C harmonic for ∆k and an imaginary part f1 : V‹

Ñ C harmonic for r∆‹.
When Kk is invertible, r∆‹ also is and we can define the dual Green function rG‹ “ p r∆‹q´1.

Similarly to the papers in the isoradial setting, the inverse Dirac operator pKkq´1 can be expressed
in terms of “discrete derivatives” of the (massive) Green function and the dual Green function:
Equation (29) implies that

pKkq´1 “

ˆ

Gk 0

0 rG‹

˙

pKkq:.

This means that for all b P B, w P W, if we denote by xw, yw, uw, vw the neighbours of w in GD in
clockwise order,

ppKkq´1qb,w “ ζwxw

"

νkwxw
Gk

x,xw
´ νkwyw

Gk
x,yw

if b “ x P V

ipνkwuw
rG‹
u,uw

´ νkwvw
rG‹
u,vw

q if b “ u P V‹

In both papers [Ken02] and [dT20], the (massive) Laplacian and (massive) Dirac operator are “self-

dual”: the dual operator r∆‹ is the (massive) Laplacian on G‹ associated with the dual conductance
function c‹ that we already introduced (and a natural dual mass functionm‹ in [dT20]). This leads
to the following question: is there a choice of function λ‹ : V Ñ Rą0 that makes Equation (29)

“self-dual” ? Or in other words, does there exist a function λ‹ : V‹ Ñ Rą0 such that r∆‹ is the
massive Laplacian operator on G‹ associated with the dual conductance function c‹ and a dual
mass function m‹ ? More formally, let m‹ : V Ñ Rě0 be an arbitrary mass function. Recall that
a dual conductance function c‹ is naturally associated to c: if xy P E is the unique primal edge
intersecting the dual edge uv P E‹, c‹

uv “ c´1
xy . Denote by p∆‹qk the Laplacian on G‹ associated

with the conductance and mass functions pc‹,m‹q.
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Definition 4.9. The killed dimer model associated with the positive functions λ, λ‹ is self-dual
for the conductance function c and mass functions pm,m‹q if and only if

pKkq:Kk “

ˆ

∆k 0
0 p∆‹qk

˙

.

Proposition 4.10. If λ is massive harmonic for ∆k on V, λ‹ is massive harmonic for p∆‹qk on
V‹ and for all intersecting primal and dual edges xy P E, uv P E‹,

λpxqλpyqλ‹puqλ‹pvq “ 1. (38)

the killed dimer model associated with the positive functions λ, λ‹ is self dual for the conductance
function c and mass functions pm,m‹q

Remark 4.11. The hypothesis of this proposition are satisfied in the isoradial settings of [Ken02]
and [dT20] where λ and λ‹ are the restriction to the primal and dual graph of the discrete (massive)
exponential function.

Proof. Comparing the extra-diagonal coefficients of the Laplacian r∆‹ (see Equation (28)) with
the extra diagonal coefficients of p∆‹qk, shows that when Equation (38) holds, for all u ‰ v P V‹

such that u
G‹

„ v, if xy P E is the unique primal edge intersecting uv

r∆‹
u,v “ rc‹pλ‹puqλ‹pvqq´1 “ pcxyλpxqλpyqλ‹puqλ‹pvqq´1 “ p∆‹qku,v.

Moreover, for all u P V‹, by massive harmonicity of λ‹ at u for p∆‹qk.

r∆‹
u,u “

ÿ

v
G‹
„u,v‰u

rc‹
pu,vqλ

‹puq´2 (38)
“

ÿ

v
G‹
„u,v‰u

c‹
uv

λ‹pvq

λ‹puq
“ m‹puq `

ÿ

v
G‹
„u,vPV‹

c‹
uv “ p∆‹qku,u.

5 Application: rooted spanning forests of Z2-periodic graphs

In this paragraph we study random RSF (and more generally, cycle rooted spanning forests) of
Z2-periodic graphs. This study was initiated independently in [Ken19] (for the massive undirected
case) and [Sun16] (for the non-massive directed case). We first give some preliminaries and defi-
nitions, then explain how to find massive harmonic functions on such graphs, and finally we give
applications of the Doob transform technique.

5.1 Definitions and first results.

We recall the setting and some results of [Ken19]. In this section, we always assume that G is
infinite.

Zd-periodic graphs and Laplacians. The graph G is Zd-periodic if it can be embedded in
Rd in such a way that it is invariant under translations by the canonical basis pe1, . . . , edq of
Rd with finite quotient G0 “ pV0,E0q “ G{Zd. The graph G0 is naturally embedded on the d-
dimensional torus. We choose an embedding, and define the fundamental domain V0 “ VXr0, 1qd:
it is identified with the vertices of G0. The vertices of G can be written uniquely under the
form px0, iq with x0 P V0 and i “ pi1, . . . , idq P Zd, and for all x, y P V, x „ y if and only if
@i P Zd, x ` i „ y ` i. The conductance and mass functions pc,mq are Zd-periodic if for all
x, y P V and i P Zd, cpx`i,y`iq “ cpx,yq and mpx` iq “ mpxq. The most simple example G “ Zd, c

and m are constant corresponds to the simple random walk in Zd killed with constant rate m: in
this case, V0 is reduced to a single point. In the rest of this section, we always assume that G, c
and m are Zd-periodic. For z “ pz1, . . . , zdq P pCzt0uqd and i P Zd, we write

zi “

d
ź

k“1

zikk .
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As in Section 4 of [Ken19], for any z P pCzt0uqd, a function f : V Ñ C is z-periodic if it satisfies

@x P V, @i P Zd, fpx` iq “ fpxqzi.

In this case we write f P Ω0pzq. We denote by ∆kpzq : Ω0pzq Ñ Ω0pzq the restriction of the
massive Laplacian operator ∆k to Ω0pzq: this is well-defined since c and m are Zd-periodic. The
canonical base of Ω0pzq is the set of functions pfx0

qx0PV0
where for all x0 P V0, fx0

: V Ñ C is
defined by

@y0 P V0, @i P Zd, fx0py0, iq “ 1tx0“y0uz
i.

In this base, ∆kpzq is represented by a square matrix ∆kpzq with rows and columns indexed by
V0: for all x0, y0 P V0,

∆kpzqx0,y0
“

$

’

’

&

’

’

%

´
ř

py0,jq„px0,0q cppx0,0q,py0,jqqz
j if x0y0 P E0, x0 ‰ y0,

mpx0q `
ř

pw0,kq„px0,0q cppx0,0q,pw0,kqq

´
ř

px0,jq„px0,0q cppx0,0q,px0,jqqz
j if x0 “ y0,

0 otherwise.

(The underlying notion is that of Laplacian on a line bundle, as in [Ken19], but we will not need
to introduce it in full generality here so we restrain to elementary definitions). The characteristic
polynomial of ∆k is the (Laurent) polynomial of d complex variables

P kpzq “ det∆kpzq.

We denote by Nk its Newton polygon: it is the convex hull in Rd of the set of points i P Zd such
that the monomial zi has a non-zero coefficient in P k.

5.2 Massive harmonic functions on Zd-periodic graphs

Consider a Zd-periodic graph G with Zd-periodic mass and conductance functions pc,mq.

Proposition 5.1. There exists z P pRą0qd and a z-periodic positive function λ : V Ñ Rą0 which
is massive harmonic, i.e. p∆kλqpxq “ 0 for all x P V. It can be found explicitly by solving a finite
system of linear equations.

Proof. This argument was shown to us by Cédric Boutillier when we realized that we were working
on related problems (see a forthcoming paper of Ballu, Boutillier, Mkrtchyan and Raschel). The
first step is to observe that finding a periodic massive harmonic function is not a hard problem
in principle: for fixed z P pRą0qd, finding a z-periodic positive massive harmonic function is
equivalent to finding a vector with positive coordinates in the kernel of the finite matrix ∆kpzq,
i.e. solving a finite linear system.

If m “ 0 any positive constant is a p1, . . . , 1q-periodic function so we can assume that m ‰ 0.
Recall that Dpckq denote the diagonal matrix on V0 with coefficients ckpx0q. If we define, similarly
to Equation (7), Qkpzq “ I ´ Dpckq´1∆kpzq, Qpzq is the operator on Ω0pzq satisfying for all
f P Ω0pzq, for all x P V,

pQkpzqfqpxq “
ÿ

y„x

cpx,yq

ckpxq
fpyq.

It is also represented by a square matrix with rows and columns indexed by the canonical base of
Ω0pzq:

@x0, y0 P V0, Q
kpzqx0,y0 “

1

ckpx0, 0q

ÿ

py0,jq
G
„px0,0q

cppx0,0q,py0,jqqz
j .

Since Dpckq is diagonal with positive coefficients,

pRą0qV0 X kerp∆kpzqq “ pRą0qV0 X kerpI ´Qkpzqq.
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Since G is connected, the matrix Qkpzq is irreducible for all z P pRą0qd (i.e. for all x0, y0 P V0, there
exists n ą 0 such that pQkqnx0,y0

ą 0). Observe that Qk :“ Qkp1, . . . , 1qq is the transition kernel

of the KRW on the d-dimensional torus G0 associated to ∆k since the space of p1, . . . , 1q-periodic
function on V is exactly the space of functions on the torus. It is a sub-Markovian matrix:

@x0 P V0,
ÿ

y0
G0
„x0

Qkpx0, y0q “
ÿ

y
G
„px0,0q

cppx0,0q,yq

ckpx0q
“ 1 ´

mpx0q

ckpx0q
ď 1. (39)

Coefficients of Qk are non-negative and since m ‰ 0, one of the sums (39) is strictly smaller than 1
so by the Perron-Frobenius theorem the maximal eigenvalue β of Qk satisfies β ă 1, which implies
kerpI ´ Qkq “ t0u. If (for example) we fix z2, . . . , zd “ 1 and let z1 P R` Ñ 8, Qkpz1, 1, . . . , 1q

remains irreducible with non-negative coefficients, and the Perron-Frobenius theorem still applies
and yields a maximal eigenvalue βpz1, 1, . . . , 1q and an associated eigenvector λpz1, 1, . . . , 1q with
positive coefficients. Assume that

ρpz1, 1, . . . , 1q
z1Ñ8
ÝÑ 8 (40)

(this will be proved just after). By continuity of the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue there exists
z1 ą 1 such that βpz1, 1, . . . , 1q “ 1 and hence λpz1, 1, . . . , 1q P kerpI ´Qkpz1, 1, . . . , 1qq X pRą0qV0

is a positive pz1, 1, . . . , 1q-periodic massive harmonic function.
We now prove Equation (40), which concludes the proof. Let x0 P V0. Since G is connected we

can find a path pxp0q, xp1q, . . . , xpnqq with xp0q “ px0, p0, . . . , 0qq and xpnq “ px0, p1, 0, . . . , 0qq “

xp0q ` p1, 0, . . . , 0q such that cpxpiq,xpi`1qq ą 0 for all 0 ď i ď n´ 1. Hence

pQkpz1, 1, . . . , 1qqnx0,x0
ě z1

n´1
ź

i“0

cpxpiq,xpi`1qq

ckpxpiqq
.

Hence for any N P N,

pQkpz1, 1, . . . , 1qqNn
x0,x0

ě

˜

z1

n´1
ź

i“0

cpxpiq,xpi`1qq

ckpxpiqq

¸N

,

so the Perron-Frobenius eigenvalue ofQkpz1, 1, . . . , 1q is bounded from below by
´

z1
śk´1

i“0
cpxpiq,xpi`1qq

ckpxpiqq

¯
1
n

.

Since this quantity goes to 8 when z1 Ñ 8, it proves Equation (40).

5.3 Temperley’s bijection for the free energy of Z2-periodic models

In this section, we assume that d “ 2 and c is symmetric. The massive Laplacian ∆k that we
introduced is related to a RSF model on G. This model is obtained by taking the weak limit
of Boltzmann measures on cycle-rooted spanning forests (CRSF) along the toroidal exhaustion
Gn “ G{nZ2 (see [Ken19] for details). The characteristic polynomial P k is an important tool to
study the RSF model on the graph G: it is linked to the Ronkin function and the surface tension
of the RSF model. We show that the characteristic polynomial of the massive Laplacian ∆k can
be related to the characteristic polynomial of a non-massive directed Laplacian.

Let z0 P pRą0q2 and λ a z0-periodic positive massive harmonic function as in Proposition 5.2.

Let rS be the Doob transform of Sk by λ on V, r∆ the associated Laplacian with conductance

function rc: recall that we simply have for all x „ y P V, rcpx,yq “
λpyq

λpxq
cxy. These conductances are

also periodic:

@x „ y P V, @i P Zd, rcpx`i,y`iq “
λpy ` iq

λpx` iq
cpx`iqpy`iq “

λpyqzi0
λpxqzi0

cxy “ rcpx,yq.

Denote by P k and rP the characteristic polynomials of ∆k and r∆. The Doob transform technique
implies
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Proposition 5.2.

@z P C2, rP

ˆ

z

z0

˙

“ P kpzq.

Proof. Denote by Λ the diagonal matrix with rows and columns indexed by V with entries λ on
the diagonal. Observe that for all z P pCzt0uq2, if f P Ω0pzq, Λf P Ω0pzz0q:

@x P V, @i P Z2, pΛfqpx` iq “ λpx` iqfpx` iq “ pzz0qipΛfqpxq.

Hence Λ : Ω0pzq Ñ Ω0pzz0q. By Proposition 2.17, r∆ “ Λ´1∆kΛ, so when restricting to Ω0pz{z0q,
we obtain

r∆

ˆ

z

z0

˙

“ Λ´1∆mpzqΛ.

Taking determinants concludes the proof.

The non-massive Laplacian r∆ can be related to the drifted dimer model associated with the
positive function λ that we introduced in the preceding section (see Definition 4.3) by using
Temperley’s bijection: this is a result of [Sun16]. Denote by P d

dim the characteristic polynomial of
the drifted dimer model (see [Sun16] for the definition):

Proposition 5.3 (Proposition 3.1 of [Sun16]). For all pz, wq P C2, rP pz, wq “ detp r∆pz, wqq “

P d
dimpz, wq.

Combining this proposition with our Proposition 5.2 gives:

Proposition 5.4. For all pz, wq P C2,

P kpz, wq “ P d
dim

ˆ

z

z0
,
w

w0

˙

.

This result can be seen as an extension of Temperley’s bijection for infinite periodic RSF mod-
els, as it relates the characteristic polynomial of a RSF model with the characteristic polynomial
of a dimer model. Observe that since the free energy of the models can be computed from the
characteristic polynomial, this result can be seen as an infinite analog of Temperley’s bijection
at the level of partition functions. Proposition 5.4 also sheds a new light on a result of Kenyon:
Theorem 1.4. of [Ken19] states among other things that

Theorem 5.5. The spectral curve tpz, wq P C2 | P kpz, wq “ 0u associated with the RSF model is
a simple Harnack curve.

This could come as a surprise since the RSF model is not known to be in bijection with a
dimer model while it is known by [KO06] that every Harnack curve arises as the spectral curve of
a dimer model (and conversely by [KOS03] the spectral curve of a periodic dimer model is always
a Harnack curve). Proposition 5.4 together with the result of [KOS03] give an alternative proof
of Theorem 5.5 which fills a gap by introducing a dimer model corresponding to the Harnack
curve (actually: a full family of dimer models, corresponding to all the positive massive harmonic
z-periodic functions λ).

6 Application to near-critical dimers

In this section, we study a near-critical dimer and RST model naturally related to a near-critical
KRW by the Doob transform technique and show convergence of the associated Temperleyan tree,
extending the results of [HSB22] and answering in particular (iv) of their open questions section
1.7. We introduce the model that generalizes their model to the case of isoradial graphs. We
follow closely their proof to obtain analogous results and adapt the arguments when needed.
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6.1 General setting: near-critical drifted trees and dimers on isoradial
graphs

For the conventions, we follow as much as possible [BdTR17] and [CS11] for isoradial graphs and
the massive Laplacian, and [HSB22] for dimers and trees.

6.1.1 Isoradial graphs, Z-invariant Laplacian and discrete exponential functions.

Isoradial lattice. For each δ ą 0, consider an infinite isoradial grid G8
δ “ pV8

δ ,E
8
δ q embedded

in C with mesh δ, that is an infinite connected planar graph such that all faces are circumscribed
by circles of the same radius δ in such a way that the center of the circles are in the interior of the
faces. We use the same local parameters as in [BdTR17], see Figure 6: for all x „ y P V8

δ , x and
y are the opposite vertices of a lozenge of side length δ, and the two (vector) sides of the lozenge
starting from x are denoted by δeiᾱxy and δeiβ̄xy with ᾱxy, β̄xy P p´π, πs and β̄xy ´ ᾱxy P r0, πq.

We denote by θ̄j the half angle θ̄xy “
`

β̄xy ´ ᾱxy

˘

{2. Note that y ´ x “ δeiᾱxy ` δeiβ̄xy .
We always make the so-called bounded angle assumption: there exists an absolute constant

ε P p0, π{2q independent of δ such that all half-angles θ̄xy belong to rε, π{2 ´ εs.

x
y

δeiᾱxy

δeiβ̄xy

Figure 6: A point x P V8
δ with its neighbours in grey. All red arrows and dotted lines have

length δ. The vertices of the dual graph are represented in black: they are the centers of the
circumscribing circles (not drawn here).

Critical Laplacian. The critical Laplacian ∆δ on G8
δ , first introduced in [Ken02], is defined by

@f : V8
δ Ñ C, @x P V8

δ , p∆δfqpxq “
ÿ

y„x

tanpθ̄xyqpfpxq ´ fpyqq. (41)

Note that this is the opposite of the Laplacian of [CS11]. Define

@x P V8
δ , @δ ą 0, Tδpxq :“

ř

y„x sinp2θ̄xyq
ř

y„x tan
`

θ̄xy
˘ ; T :“ inf

δą0,xPV8
δ

Tδpxq ą 0.

The latter is positive by the bounded angle assumption. Unlike [CS11], we choose not to scale
by δ2, which is more natural in our setting. We denote by Xδ the RW associated with ∆δ, and
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by ξδpxq the law of its increments: conditionally on pXδqn “ x, it is the law of pXδqn`1 ´ pXδqn.
Equation (1.2) of [CS11] writes, for all x P V8

δ ,

Epξδpxqq “ 0 ; Epℜpξδpxqq2q “ Epℑpξδpxqq2q “ δ2Tδpxq ; E
`

ℜpξδpxqqℑpξδpxqq
˘

“ 0. (42)

As mentioned in [CS11], this implies that a certain time-reparametrization ofXδ converges towards
brownian motion.

Z-invariant Laplacian. Let k P r0, 1p be a parameter called the elliptic modulus, k1 “
?
1 ´ k2

be the complementary elliptic modulus, K “ Kpkq “
şπ{2

0
p1 ´ k2 sin2ptqq´1{2dt and E “ Epkq “

şπ{2

0
p1 ´ k2 sin2ptqq1{2dt be the complete elliptic integral of the first and second kind. Denote by

K 1 “ Kpk1q and E1 “ Epk1q their complementary. For fixed k P r0, 1p and any angle θ̄ P R,
we denote by θ “ 2Kθ̄{π the associated abstract angle. To an elliptic modulus k is associated a
massive Laplacian ∆k

δ (and hence a KRW Sk
δ ) by [BdTR17]:

@f : V8
δ Ñ C, @x P V8

δ , ∆
k
δfpxq “ m2px|kqfpxq `

ÿ

y„x

scpθxy|kqpfpxq ´ fpyqq

where the conductance function c8
xy :“ scpθxy|kq is the Jacobian elliptic function defined in (22.2.9)

of [DLMF] and the mass function is

m8pxq :“ m2px|kq “
ÿ

y„x

«

1

k1

˜

ż θxy

0

dc2pv|kqdv `
E ´K

K
θxy

¸

´ scpθxy|kq

ff

,

with dc the Jacobian elliptic function defined in (22.2.8) of [DLMF]. We will not need this explicit
expression of the mass and provide it only for completeness. The positivity of the mass function
m2px|kq ą 0 for all x P V8

δ is established in Proposition 6 of [BdTR17].
At k “ 0, the massive Laplacian ∆k

δ coincides with the critical Laplacian ∆δ of Equation (41):
mp¨|0q “ 0 and scp¨|0q “ tanp¨q.

Remark 6.1. The notation might be a bit confusing since the k of the elliptic modulus is not the
same as the superscript k of ∆k which means killing. Since k “ 0 corresponds to ∆k being a
non-massive Laplacian, we find it rather convenient.

The discrete massive exponential functions. A very useful property of the massive Lapla-
cian is the existence of an explicit family of multiplicative local massive harmonic functions: we
recall its definition and summarize some of its properties from [BdTR17].

Proposition 6.2. Let k P r0, 1p, ū P C. The discrete massive exponential function with parameter
ū is defined for all x, y P V8

δ and any path x “ x0, . . . , xn “ y in G8
δ from x to y by

epxj ,xj`1qpu|kq :“ ´k1sc
´u´ αxjxj`1

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

sc
´u´ βxjxj`1

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

, epx,yqpu|kq :“
n´1
ź

j“0

epxj ,xj`1qpu|kq

(43)
It is massive harmonic in both variables: for any fixed x P V8

δ ,

∆k
δep¨,xqpu|kq “ ∆k

δepx,¨qpu|kq “ 0.

Moreover, when ū P R, the discrete massive exponential function evaluated at u ´ 2K ´ 2iK 1 is
positive:

@ū P R, @x, y P V8
δ , epx,yqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq P Rą0.

Equation (43) is the definition (see Definition 3.3 of [BdTR17]): the fact that the definition
does not depend of the path is their Lemma 9. Observe that they define e and prove that it is
multiplicative on the full diamond graph (i.e. the union of G8

δ and its dual), but we will not need
it here so we restrict the definition to V8

δ . The massive harmonicity is their Proposition 11. The
positivity is known but we could not find a reference so we provide a short proof:
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Proof. Fix ū P R. It is enough to prove that for all x „ y P V8
δ , epx,yqpu ´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq P Rą0.

By the change of variable formula for elliptic functions Equations (2.2.11)-(2.2.13) and (2.2.17)-
(2.2.19) of [Law89] we can write

ik1sc
´u´ 2K ´ 2iK 1 ´ αxy

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

“ dn
´u´ αxy

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

(44)

where dn is the Jacobian elliptic function defined in (22.2.6) of [DLMF]. Since the same holds for
βxy,

epx,yqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “
1

k1
dn

´u´ αxy

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

dn
´u´ βxy

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

.

This concludes the proof since dn is positive on R. Indeed, on the explicit expression (22.2.6) of
dn in [DLMF], we see that dnp0q “ 1 and that dn is the quotient of two real continuous functions
which do not vanish on the real line (by (20.2.(iv)) of [DLMF]).

6.1.2 Isoradial approximation of an open set.

For the rest of the article, we fix a simply connected open set Ω with smooth boundary. We say
that a sequence of subgraphs Gδ of G8

δ induced by finite subsets of vertices Vδ Ă V8
δ approximates

Ω if the domains Ĝδ obtained by gluing together all lozenges with two opposite vertices in Vδ

converge towards Ω in the Caratheodory topology. In other words, every x P Ω belongs to Ĝδ for
δ small enough, and every boundary point a P BΩ can be approximated by a sequence aδ P BVδ

(see [HSB22], Section 3.1).
We can construct an approximating sequence Gδ by keeping the largest connected component

of the subgraph induced by V8
δ XΩ (see also Section 1.1 of [Par22]). For the rest of the article, we

consider a fixed approximating sequence pGδqδą0 of Ω. Recall that the restriction p∆k
δqVδ

is the

Ω
δ

r

Figure 7: An isoradial approximation Gδ of Ω in grey, and the associated Temperleyan graph. The
dual G‹

δ with a vertex r removed is drawn in black. The additional white vertices of GD
δ are in

white.

Laplacian on Gδ associated with the conductance and mass functions pc,mq obtained by restricting
pc8,m8q to Gδ with wired boundary conditions. In other words, for all xy P Eδ, cxy “ scpθxy|kq

and the mass function

@x P Vδ, mpxq “ m2px|kq `
ÿ

y
G8
δ
„ x, yRVδ

scpθxy|kq

differs from m2px|kq only on the boundary.
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6.1.3 Application of the Doob transform technique and introduction of the model.

Doob transform. For the rest of the article, fix ū P R which we call the drift parameter (for
reasons that will become clear later). Recall that the complete integral of the first kind K and
and its complementary K 1 are real constants depending only on k. For all δ ą 0, fix x0 P V8

δ

arbitrary and define
@x P V8

δ , λ
upxq “ epx0,xqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq.

By Proposition 6.2, λu is a positive massive harmonic function for ∆k
δ on V8

δ , so in particular it
is massive harmonic on Vδ and we can apply the Doob transform technique (this is exactly the

setting mentioned in the comments after Proposition 3.3). Recall that the Doob transform rSδ of

the KRW Sk
δ is the RW on G8

δ with conductances rc8
px,yq

“
λu

pyq

λupxq
scpθxy|kq, and denote by r∆δ the

non-massive Laplacian associated with these conductances. Denote by Λ the diagonal matrix with
rows and columns indexed by V8

δ and entries λu on the diagonal. Proposition 2.17 implies

p r∆δqVδ
“ Λ´1

Vδ
p∆k

δqVδ
ΛVδ

.

RSF and dimers. To the massive Laplacian p∆k
δqVδ

is associated a RSF model on Gδ with
conductance and mass functions pc,mq. As was already mentioned, for k ą 0, the mass function
m is positive at all x P Vδ: this is a typical example where the graph Gρ

δ of the forest-tree bijection

is highly non-planar. To p r∆δqVδ
is associated a RST model on Go

δ (obtained by identifying all
vertices in V8

δ zVδ to o, see Figure 3) rooted at o weighted by rc (see around Equation (11) for
details).

As in Section 4, fix an arbitrary vertex r P BV‹
δ on the boundary of G‹

δ , the restricted dual of

Go
δ. Recall from Section 4.1 the definition of the double graph with o and r removed GD

δ associated
with Gδ (see Figure 7). By Temperley’s bijection and our Definition 4.3 of the drifted dimer model,
RST of Go

δ weighted by rc are in weight-preserving bijection with dimer configurations of the drifted

dimer model on GD
δ . The local weights for the RST model and the drifted dimer model away from

the boundary are depicted in Figure 8.

y

x c̃px,yq

c̃py,xq

y

x 1

1

c̃px,yq
c̃py,xq

Figure 8: On the left: the conductances rc around a vertex x P Vδ for the RST model on Go
δ rooted

at o. On the right: the weights for the drifted dimer model on GD
δ . The asymptotics of rc in the

near-critical regime are given in Equation (47) in terms of the local parameters.
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6.1.4 Near-critical regime.

We will study these models in the near-critical regime where the elliptic modulus k goes to 0
appropriately with δ. Intuitively, it corresponds to the mass being of order δ2 at every point (see
the forthcoming Lemma 6.4): it is an interesting regime where the probability that Sk

δ leaves Vδ

before dying is bounded away from 0 and 1, so the shape of Ω has a non-trivial effect on the model.
More precisely, let q “ qpkq “ expp´πK 1{Kq be the nome associated with the elliptic param-

eter k. The near-critical regime corresponds to δ Ñ 0 and q “ 1
2Mδ where M P Rą0 is a real

positive parameter called the mass parameter fixed in the rest of the article (as in [Par22]). In
what follows, we use only one scale parameter δ, and write implicitly q “ qpδq, k “ kpδq. In this
regime, we can compute the asymptotics of several of the quantities defined before.

Lemma 6.3. In the near-critical regime q “ 1
2Mδ with δ Ñ 0,

@θ̄ P R,

$

&

%

k2 “ 8Mδ ´ 32M2δ2 `Opδ3q

θ “ p1 ` 2Mδ `M2δ2 `Opδ3qqθ̄
scpθ|kq “ p1 ` 2Mδ `Opδ2qq tanpθ̄q.

Moreover, for all ū P R,

@x, y P V8
δ , epx,yqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “ exp

`

2Mxeiū, y ´ xy
˘

`Opδ2|y ´ x|q

where |y ´ x| is the euclidean distance on R2 and exp : R Ñ R is the usual exponential function.
These asymptotics hold uniformly in the isoradial grid G8

δ (given the bounded angle assumption),
the angle θ̄ P R, the parameter ū P R and the points x, y P V8

δ .

Lemma 6.4. In the near-critical regime q “ 1
2Mδ with δ Ñ 0, uniformly in δ and x,

@x P V8
δ , m

2px|kq “ 2M2δ2
ÿ

y„x

sinp2θ̄xyq `Opδ3q.

Remark 6.5. In the bounded angle assumptions, the sinpθ̄jq are positive and bounded away from
0, so the mass is of order δ2 (uniformly in x, δ).

We will prove Lemma 6.4 in Appendix A.1 using only the massive harmonicity of the discrete
exponential and the approximation property of the Laplacian (which will be introduced only in
the next section). We now prove Lemma 6.3.

Proof. Using the expression of the elliptic modulus in terms of the nome and the theta functions
(see (22.2.2) of [DLMF]):

k2 “

ˆ

2q1{4p1 `Opq2qq

1 ` 2q `Opq2q

˙4

“ 16qp1 `Opq2qqp1 ´ 8q `Opq2qq “ 16q ´ 128q2 `Opq3q.

Moreover, by (22.2.2) of [DLMF] and our definition of the abstract angle,

@θ̄ P R,
θ

θ̄
“

2K

π
“ p1 ` 2q `Opq3qq2 “ 1 ` 2Mδ `M2δ2 `Opδ3q.

The asymptotic of the conductances can be computed using (22.2.9) of [DLMF]. Observe that for
θ̄ P R, their notation ζpθq “ πθ{p2Kq corresponds to our notation for the abstract angle: θ̄ “ ζpθq.
Hence,

@θ̄ P R, scpθ|kq “ p1 ` 4q `Opq2qq
sinpθ̄q `Opq2q

cospθ̄q `Opq2q
“ p1 ` 2Mδ `Opδ2qq tanpθ̄q, (45)

where the O is uniform (using the bounded angle assumption for the last equality).
We now prove the asymptotic expression of the discrete massive exponential function. A proof

of this result could probably be extracted from Section 5 of [CIM21] among much more technical
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computations, but for the sake of clarity we write down the computations in our (simpler) setting.
Fix ū P R, x, y P V8

δ . Since the massive exponential is multiplicative, it can be computed along
any path from x to y. It is a classical consequence of the bounded angle assumption (see for

example Assumption 1 of [SSW23]) that we can choose a path γδ : x Ñ y of length ď
C|y´x|

δ
where | ¨ | is the euclidean distance and where the constant C depends only on the lower bound in
the bounded angle assumption. Denoting γδ “ px0, . . . , xnq,

epx,yqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “

n´1
ź

j“0

epxj ,xj`1qpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq.

We now compute the asymptotics of each term of the product. Let xj „ xj`1 P Vδ, xj`1 ´ xj “

δeiᾱj ` δeiβ̄j and let θ̄j “ pβ̄j ´ ᾱjq{2 be the half angle associated to the edge xjxj`1. Using the
change of variable formula as in Equation (44),

epxj ,xj`1qpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “
1

k1
dn

´u´ αj

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

dn
´u´ βj

2

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
k

¯

. (46)

By definition of dn Equation (22.2.6) of [DLMF]:

dn
´u´ αj

2

¯

“
?
k1
1 ` 2q cospū´ ᾱjq `Opq3q

1 ´ 2q cospū´ ᾱjq `Opq3q
“

?
k1 expp4q cospū´ ᾱjqq `Opq3q

because it is easily checked that x Ñ 1`x
1´x and x Ñ expp2xq coincide up to Opx3q. The O is

uniform (the constant depends only on the mass parameter M P Rą0). Using the fact that ū P R
and the scaling q “ 1

2Mδ yields

1
?
k1
dn

´u´ αj

2

¯

“ expp2Mδxeiū, eiᾱj yq `Opδ3q.

Since we can write the same thing with βj instead of αj , Equation (46) gives

epxj ,xj`1qpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “ expp2Mδxeiū, eiᾱj ` eiβ̄j yq `Opδ3q

“ expp2Mxeiū, xj`1 ´ xjyq `Opδ3q.

By multiplying along the path γδ of length ď
C|y´x|

δ , we get the desired result.

As an application of Lemma 6.3, we can compute the asymptotics of the weights of the RST
and drifted dimer models in the near-critical regime. Fix ū P R. Let x „ y P Vδ. Using the
asymptotics of sc and e of Lemma 6.3, we obtain that the conductance rc attributed to the edge
px, yq by the RST model on Go

δ associated to the Laplacian r∆δ is asymptotically

rcpx,yq “ scpθxy|kq
λupyq

λupxq
“ p1 ` 2Mδ `Opδ2qq tanpθ̄xyq

´

exp
´

2Mδxeiū, eiᾱxy ` eiβ̄xyy

¯

`Opδ3q

¯

“ p1 ` 2Mδqq tanpθ̄xyq

ˆ

1 ` 4Mδ cospθ̄xyq cos

ˆ

ū´
ᾱxy ` β̄xy

2

˙˙

`Opδ2q.

(47)

Example 6.6. If the isoradial grid G8
δ is the square lattice δZ2, we check that our model of drifted

dimers coincides with the near-critical dimer model of [Chh12] and [HSB22]with drift parameter ū:
any x P Gδ has four neighbours x˘δ and x˘iδ, with respective edge conductances 1˘2Mδ

?
2 cospūq

and 1˘ 2Mδ
?
2 sinpūq (up to an error Opδ2q and a global factor p1` 2Mδq which does not change

the transition probabilities). This is exactly Equation (1.6) of [HSB22] with drift vector
?
2Meiū.
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6.2 From the killed random walk to the drifted random walk

In this section, we follow closely [HSB22]: we provide discrete Girsanov identities between the

KRW Sk
δ and its Doob transform rSδ, and between their loop-erasures.

Recall that the Doob transform rSδ and associated Laplacian r∆δ depend on the drift parameter
ū via λu. We adapt to our setting Corollary 2.5 of [HSB22]. Denote by τδ “ τδpρq ^ τδpV8

δ zVδq

and rτδ “ rτδpV8
δ zVδq the escape times of Vδ for Sk

δ and rSδ respectively.

Lemma 6.7. Let γδ be a sequence of simple paths in Gδ from xδ P Vδ to yδ P BVδ, with xδ
δÑ0
ÝÑ

x P Ω and yδ
δÑ0
ÝÑ y P Ω. Then:

Pxδ

`

@0 ď i ă rτδ, p rSδqi “ γδpiq
˘

Pxδ

`

@0 ď i ă τδ, pSk
δ qi “ γδpiq

˘

δÑ0
ÝÑ exp

`

2Mxeiū, y ´ xy
˘

uniformly in the isoradial grid, the drift parameter ū, and the path.

Observe that this is precisely the same statement as Corollary 2.5 of [HSB22], justifying the

name “drift parameter” for ū: rSδ is a RW with a drift in the direction eiū of intensity M .

Proof. With the notation of the lemma, by definition of the Doob transform

Pxδ

`

@0 ď i ă rτδpρq, p rSδqi “ γδpiq
˘

Pxδ

`

@0 ď i ă τδpρq, pSk
δ qi “ γδpiq

˘ “ epxδ,yδqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq
Pyδ

`

p rSδq1 P V8
δ zVδ

˘

Pyδ

`

pSk
δ q1 P tρu Y V8

δ zVδ

˘ .

On the one hand, by the asymptotic expression of e computed in Lemma 6.3,

epxδ,yδqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “ exp
`

2Mxeiū, yδ ´ xδy
˘

`Opδ2|yδ ´ xδ|q.

On the other hand, by definition of the Doob transform, and since m2px|kq “ Opδ2q by Lemma 6.4
and for all z „ yδ, epyδ,zqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “ 1 `Opδq by Lemma 6.3,

Pyδ

`

p rSδq1 P V8
δ zVδ

˘

Pyδ

`

pSk
δ q1 P tρu Y V8

δ zVδ

˘ “

ř

z„yδ,zRVδ
epyδ,zqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kqscpθyδz|kq

m2pyδ|kq `
ř

z„yδ,zRVδ
scpθyδz|kq

“
p1 `Opδqq

ř

z„yδ,zRVδ
scpθyδz|kq

Opδ2q `
ř

z„yδ,zRVδ
scpθyδz|kq

“ 1 `Opδq.

It is also important that since y P BVδ,
ř

z„yδ,zRVδ
scpθyδz|kq is bounded away from 0 since there

is at least one term in the sum (and by the bounded angle assumption).

Recall from Section 2.2 that LEpγq denotes the loop-erasure of the path γ. For a transient

KRW Xk (it is the case of both Sk
δ and rSδ killed when exiting Vδ: they die almost surely since Gδ

is finite), LEpXkq denotes the loop-erasure of the trajectory up to the killing time. Lemma 6.7
implies, as in [HSB22],

Lemma 6.8. Let γδ be a sequence of simple paths in Gδ from xδ P Vδ to yδ P BVδ, with xδ
δÑ0
ÝÑ

x P Ω and yδ
δÑ0
ÝÑ y P BΩ. Then,

Pxδ
pLEp rSδq “ γδq

Pxδ
pLEpSk

δ q “ γδq

δÑ0
ÝÑ exp

`

2Mxeiū, y ´ xy
˘

.

uniformly in the isoradial grid, the drift parameter ū P R and the path.

Proof. It follows from Lemma 6.7 by summing over all ways to get γδ as a loop-erasure, and
observing that for each of these paths the ratio of the probability is exactly the right-hand side
by the preceding lemma.
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6.3 Convergence of the loop-erased killed random walk to massive SLE2

The next step towards convergence of the near-critical RST and dimer models is to prove con-
vergence of the massive LERW conditioned to survive. We will verify the hypothesis of a general
result for convergence of the killed LERW, Theorem 4.2 of [HSB22], which we now recall.

Notation for continuous processes. We first introduce some definitions related to continuous
processes. The brownian motion (BM) is the diffusion process B on R2 with unit covariance matrix
and 0 drift vector. Recall from Equation (4.4) of [HSB22] that the killed brownian motion (KBM)
with killing rate Mp¨q (a continuous non-negative bounded function on Ω) is the process Bk which

behaves like B until a stopping time τ given by Ppτ ą t | Ftq “ exp
´

´
şt

0
M2pBsqds

¯

, where

pFt, t ě 0q is the canonical filtration of the BM, after which it goes to an absorbing cemetery.
We refer to the original article for all definitions involving Loewner evolutions, in particular SLE2

and its massive version.
Given a sequence of discrete RW pYδqδą0 on planar graphs Ωδ embedded in C, we also denote

by Yδ the affine interpolation (that is for all n P N, t P rn, n ` 1p, pYδqt “ pn ` 1 ´ tqpYδqn ` pt ´

nqpYδqn`1). When we say that such a sequence converges towards a process X with continuous
trajectories, we mean the uniform convergence on bounded time intervals.

A general convergence result. Let Ωδ be a sequence of planar graphs embedded in the
complex plane with conductance function c8, and suppose that there is no accumulation point
in the sense that for every compact set K, the number of vertices of Ωδ inside K is finite. Let
Mp¨q : Ω Ñ r0,8q be a bounded nonnegative continuous function. Denote by Yδ the RW with
conductances c8 and Y k

δ the massive random walk with conductances c8 and mass function
m8 “ M2p¨qδ2. Recall that we can couple Y k

δ and Yδ such that Y k
δ is killed in position x with

probability proportional to M2p¨qδ2 and otherwise moves like Yδ.
Let R be the horizontal rectangle r0, 3s ˆ r0, 1s and R1 be the vertical rectangle r0, 1s ˆ r0, 3s.

Let Bs “ pBsq1 “ Bpp1{2, 1{2q, 1{4q be the starting ball and Bt “ Bpp5{2, 1{2q, 1{4q, resp. pBtq1 “

Bpp1{2, 5{2q, 1{4q, be the target ball. Let D “ RzBt. For r ą 0, z P C, let Rpr, zq “ rR ` z ,
resp. Rpr, zq1, and define similarly Bspr, zq, Btpr, zq,Dpr, zq.

For all δ ą 0, let Crosskδpr, zq, resp. Crosskδpr, zq1, denote the event that the KRW Y k
δ started

at a point of the starting ball xδ P Bspr, zq X V8
δ enters the target ball Btpr, zq before leaving the

rectangle Rpr, zq or dying:

Crosskδpr, zq “

´

τδpBtpr, zqq ă τδpρq ^ τδpV8
δ zRpr, zqq

¯

.

The KRW Y k
δ satisfies the uniform crossing estimate if for all R ą 0, there is a constant η “

ηpRq ą 0 such that uniformly in 0 ă r ă R, z P C, δ ą 0 and xδ P Bspr, zq X V8
δ ,

Pxδ
pCrosskδpr, zqq ě η, PxpCrosskδpr, zq1q ě η. (48)

Theorem 6.9 (Theorem 4.2 of [HSB22]). Assume that Y k
δ satisfies the uniform crossing estimate

and that Y k
δ starts at xδ

δÑ0
ÝÑ x P Ω. Suppose that ppYδqδ´2t, t ě 0q converges towards the BM, or

equivalently that ppY k
δ qδ´2t, t ě 0q converges towards the KBM Bk killed with rate Mp¨q. Then the

loop erasure LEpXk
δ q of Y k

δ , conditioned to leave Ω (at the stopping time τδ) before dying, and

conditioned on pY k
δ qτδ “ aδ with aδ

δÑ0
ÝÑ a P BΩ, converges to a radial Loewner evolution with

driving function ζt “ eiζt satisfying Equation (4.5) of [HSB22] called massive SLE2 with mass
parameter Mp¨q.

To apply this theorem, we will need the following result which is proved in Appendix A.2,
using the weak Beurling estimate of [CS11] on the critical Laplacian.

Proposition 6.10. The near-critical KRW Sk
δ satisfies the uniform crossing estimate Equa-

tion (48).
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Using Theorem 6.9 and Proposition 6.10, we are able to prove the following.

Theorem 6.11. If xδ
δÑ0
ÝÑ x P Ω, the loop erasure LEpSk

δ q of the KRW Sk
δ started at xδ P Vδ

conditioned to leave Ω (or equivalently Vδ, at the stopping time τδ) before dying, and conditioned
on pSk

δ qτδ “ aδ P BVδ with aδ Ñ a P BΩ converges to a radial Loewner evolution with driving
function ζt “ eiζt satisfying Equation (4.5) of [HSB22] with mass parameter

?
2M .

Note that we cannot apply Theorem 6.9 directly to Sk
δ which is not killed with probability

Mpxqδ2 for a continuous functionM (see Lemma 6.4), and moreover the RW Sδ with conductances
c8
xy “ scpθxy|kq converges towards the BM only after a time re-parametrization. These two matters

are related, and we will solve them by considering an associated lazy RW Sl
δ.

Proof. Denote by Sδ the RW with conductances c8
xy “ scpθxy|kq and by ζδpxq the law of its

increments: conditionally on pSδqn “ x, it is the law of pSδqn`1 ´ pSδqn. Using Equation (42), the
asymptotics of sc of Lemma 6.3 and the fact that two neighbours in G8

δ are at distance ď 2δ, we
obtain that

Epζδpxqq “ Opδ3q; Epℜpζδpxqq2q “ Epℑpζδpxqq2q “ δ2Tδpxq`Opδ4q; E
`

ℜpζδpxqqℑpζδpxqq
˘

“ Opδ4q.
(49)

Hence, a certain lazy version of Sδ converges towards the BM. To make it formal, we define the
laziness of a vertex

@x P V8
δ , lδpxq :“

Tδpxq ´ T

T

ÿ

y„x

scpθxy|kq.

Let Sl
δ be the lazy RW, or more precisely the RW on the graph G8

δ with an additional loop edge
px, xq with conductance lδpxq at each vertex x P V8

δ : in other words, it is the RW which stays
in x with probability proportional to lδpxq and otherwise moves towards y „ x with probability
proportional to c8

xy “ scpθxy|kq. The time spent by Sl
δ at x follows a geometric law with parameter

πδpxq “ lδpxq{

´

lδpxq `
ř

y„x scpθxy|kq

¯

. If we denote by ζ lδ the law of the increments of Sl
δ, we

have for all x P V8
δ and all ϕ : C Ñ C with ϕp0q “ 0,

Epϕpζ lδpxqqq “ p1 ´ πδpxqqEpϕpζδpxqqq.

This applies in particular with ϕpxq “ x,ℜpxq2,ℑpxq2,ℜpxqℑpxq so Equation (49) gives

Epζ lδpxqq “ Opδ3q; Epℜpζ lδpxqq2q “ Epℑpζ lδpxqq2q “ Tδ2 `Opδ4q; E
`

ℜpζ lδpxqqℑpζ lδpxqq
˘

“ Opδ4q.

This implies that ppSl
δqpTδ2q´1t, t ě 0q converges towards BM, see Theorem 11.2.3 of [SV79] with

h “ Tδ2 (it can also be seen as a consequence of the functional CLT for martingales after centering).

We are ready to deal with the KRW Sk
δ . Let S

l,k
δ be the lazy KRW, or more precisely the KRW

on the graph G8
δ with additional loop edges px, xq with conductance lδpxq at each vertex and mass

functionm8pxq “ m2px|kq. Define stopping times t0 “ 0 and ti`1 “ inftn ě ti, pS
l,k
δ qn ‰ pSl,k

δ qtiu:

they are the times at which the lazy KRW changes position. The law of the trajectories of Sl,k
δ

and Sk
δ are the same, that is

ppSl,k
δ qti , i ě 0q

plawq
“ ppSk

δ qi, i ě 0q.

This implies in particular that the loop-erasures of Sl,k
δ and Sk

δ have the same law. Using the

asymptotics of sc and m2p¨|kq from Lemmas 6.3 and 6.4, we get that the lazy KRW Sl,k
δ is killed

with probability

P
´

pSl,k
δ qi`1 “ ρ | pSl,k

δ qi “ x
¯

“
m2px|kq

m2px|kq ` lpxq `
ř

y„x scpθ̄xy|kq

“
Tm2px|kq

Tm2px|kq `
ř

y„x sinp2θ̄xyq `Opδq
“ 2M2Tδ2 `Opδ2q,
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so ppSl,k
δ qpTδ2q´1t, t ě 0q converges towards the KBM with constant killing rate

?
2M .

We now apply Theorem 6.9 to the KRW Y k
δ :“ Sl,k

T´1{2δ
on the graph Ωδ which is GT´1{2δ

with additional loop edges at each point (this graph is still planar). Proposition 6.10 implies

that Sl,k
δ and hence Y k

δ satisfy the uniform crossing assumption. Moreover, we just obtained that
ppY k

δ qδ´2t, t ě 0q converges towards the KBM with constant killing rate
?
2M . Hence, conditionally

on the endpoint, LEpY k
δ q converges towards massive SLE2 with mass parameter

?
2M . In other

words (replacing δ by T´1{2δ), LEpSl,k
δ q converges towards massive SLE2 with mass parameter

?
2M . Since the loop-erasures of Sl,k

δ and Sk
δ have the same laws, this concludes the proof of

Theorem 6.11.

6.4 Convergence of the near-critical rooted spanning tree and drifted
dimer models

We refer the reader to [HSB22] for more detailed explanations and proofs. We denote by T M,ū
δ

the RST of Go
δ associated to the Laplacian r∆δ by Wilson’s algorithm: recall that it can be seen

as a RST of Gδ rooted outside Vδ. The law of a branch of this RST from a point xδ P Vδ to the
boundary BVδ is the loop-erasure of rSδ started at xδ. By Lemma 6.8, conditionally on the endpoint
aδ P BVδ, this law is the same as the loop-erasure of the KRW Sk

δ conditioned on escaping Vδ via
aδ before dying, which by Theorem 6.11 converges towards massive SLE2 with mass parameter?
2M . Moreover, if we denote by σkpyqdy the exit measure on BΩ of the KBM with constant killing

rate
?
2M (note that this is a sub-probability measure), Lemma 6.7 together with the convergence

of the KRW towards the KBM imply that asymptotically, the law of the endpoint of a branch

starting from xδ
δÑ0
ÝÑ x P Ω is

σdpyqdy :“ expp2Mxeiū, yyqσkpyqdy

which is the exit law of a drifted brownian motion started at x with drift vector
?
2Meiū, that is

a diffusion process with unit covariance matrix and drift vector
?
2Meiū. This gives the following

theorem, extending Theorem 1.2 of [HSB22] to the isoradial case:

Theorem 6.12. In the near-critical regime described above (q “ 1
2Mδ), the tree T M,ū

δ converges in
the Schramm sense to a continuum limit tree T M,ū on Ω. Conditionally on the endpoint y P BΩ, a
branch of the tree from a point x P Ω has the law of massive radial SLE2 in Ω with mass parameter?
2M from x to y. The law of the endpoint y P BΩ is σdpyqdy.

Note that this theorem contains the square case of Theorem 1.2 of [HSB22] as a particular case
by Example 6.6, but not the hexagonal case as they consider a non-reversible random walk.

By Temperley’s bijection (see our Section 4), the tree model is in weight-preserving bijection
with the drifted dimer model on the double isoradial graph GD

δ . As in [HSB22], convergence of the
Temperleyan tree implies convergence of the height function of the drifted dimer model:

Theorem 6.13. In the near-critical regime described above (q “ 1
2Mδ), the centered height func-

tion hM,ū
δ ´ ErhM,ū

δ s of the drifted dimer model with mass and drift parameters
?
2M ą 0, ū P R

converges in law to a limit when δ Ñ 0.

The limit is not explicit with these techniques, but [Mas23] seems to indicate that it is related
to the Sine-Gordon field, see (i) of the open question Section 1.7. of [HSB22] for more details on
this conjecture.

A Critical and near-critical isoradial Laplacians

In this appendix, we use some tools developed in [CS11] for the analysis of the critical Laplacian on
isoradial graphs and adapt them to the near-critical regime to prove Lemma 6.4 and Proposition
6.10. We use the notation of Section 6 for isoradial graphs and discrete Z-invariant and critical
Laplacians.
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A.1 Proof of the asymptotic of the mass in the near-critical regime

The approximation property. Many of the properties of the critical Laplacian ∆δ of Equa-
tion (41) follow from the fundamental approximation property Lemma 2.2 of [CS11] which we
now recall. Let ∆ “ Bxx ` Byy and D denote respectively the usual continuous Laplacian and
derivative operators on R2. Note that the definition of ∆k

δ and in particular ∆δ are local : for
x P V8

δ , p∆δfqpxq (and also p∆k
δfqpxq) is defined as long as f is defined on the neighbours of x.

In particular, it makes sense if f is defined only on Bpx, 2δq (the euclidean ball centered at x of
radius r) which contains all the neighbours of x.

Lemma A.1 (Lemma 2.2 of [CS11]). There exists an absolute constant C such that for all x P V8
δ ,

for all smooth function f P C3pBpx, 2δq,Rq,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

p∆δfqpxq `
δ2

2

˜

ÿ

y„x

sinp2θ̄xy

¸

p∆fqpxq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď Cδ3 sup
Bpx,2δq

|D3f |.

From this approximation property follows the approximation property for the massive Lapla-
cian:

Lemma A.2. There exists an absolute constant C such that for all x P V8
δ , for all smooth function

f P C3pBpx, 2δq,Rq defined in a neighborhood of x,

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

p∆k
δfqpxq `

δ2

2

˜

ÿ

y„x

sinp2θ̄xy

¸

p∆fqpxq ´m2px|kqfpxq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď Cδ3 sup
Bpx,2δq

p|Df | ` |∆f | ` |D3f |q

Proof. Recall that in the near-critical regime, by Equation (45), the conductances of the massive
Laplacian ∆k

δ are c8
xy “ scpθxy|kq “ p1 ` 2Mδ ` Opδ2qq tanpθ̄xyq. Moreover, for all x P V8

δ ,
f P C3pBpx, 2δq,Rq, y „ x, we have |fpxq ´ fpyq| ď δ supBpx,2δq |Df | so

ˇ

ˇp∆k
δfqpxq ´m2px|kqfpxq ´ p1 ` 2Mδqp∆δfqpxq

ˇ

ˇ

“

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ÿ

y„x

`

scpθxy|kq ´ p1 ` 2Mδq tanpθ̄xyq
˘

pfpxq ´ fpyqq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

ď Cδ3 sup
Bpx,2δq

|Df |.

For some universal constant C. The approximation property for the massive Laplacian follows by
triangular inequality and Lemma A.1.

The asymptotic of the near-critical mass. We use the approximation property and the
massive harmonicity of e to prove Lemma 6.4.

Remark A.3. This proof is a shortcut: it avoids all direct computations which are hidden in the
massive harmonicity of the discrete exponential. A direct computation is also possible but lengthy.

Proof. Let x P V8
δ be fixed. We introduce a function eM,ū : y P C Ñ expp2Mxeiū, y´ xyq. On the

one hand, by Lemma 6.3, for y „ x,

epx,yqpu´ 2K ´ 2iK 1|kq “ expp2Mxeiū, y ´ xyq `Opδ3q “ eM,ūpyq `Opδ3q

so by linearity of ∆k
δ and massive harmonicity of e,

p∆k
δe

M,ūqpxq “ Opδ3q.

On the other hand, eM,ū is (continuous) massive harmonic with mass 4M2: ∆eM,ū “ 4M2eM,ū.
By the approximation property applied at x to the function eM,ū (and since by definition, eM,ūpxq “

1):
m2px|kq “ 4M2δ2µδpxq `Opδ3q
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A.2 Proof of the uniform crossing estimate

The weak Beurling estimate for the critical Laplacian. We recall the notation and result
of [CS11]. For a complex number z P Czt0u, denote by argpzq its argument in p´π, πs. For an open
euclidean ball B Ă C and δ ą 0, denote by Bδ the discretization of B: it is the subgraph induced
by V8

δ X B. Note that for r{δ ě C0 some absolute constant depending only on the bounding
angle assumption, it is connected and coincides with the definition of [CS11], and moreover BBδ

is at distance ď 2δ of BB: this might not hold for more complicated sets. For a, b P BB, resp.
aδ, bδ P BBδ, we denote by pa, bq Ă BB, resp. paδ, bδq Ă BBδ, the points of BB, resp. vertices
of BBδ, encountered when following the boundary counterclockwise. Denote by Xδ the RW with
conductances tanpθ̄xyq, that is the RW associated with the critical Laplacian ∆δ.

Lemma A.4 (Lemma 2.10 of [CS11]). For oδ P V8
δ , r ą C0δ, let Bpoδ, 2rq be the euclidean

ball of radius 2r, Bδpoδ, 2rq its discretization and τδ the escape time of Bδpoδ, 2rq by Xδ. Let
aδ, bδ P BBδpoδ, 2rq such that argpbδ ´ oδq ´ argpaδ ´ oδq ě π{4. Then,

@xδ P Bδpoδ, rq, Pxδ
ppXδqτδ P paδ, bδqq ě η0 ě 0,

where η0 is an absolute constant (independent of the isoradial grid, r, oδ, aδ, bδ).

The uniform crossing estimate for the near-critical Laplacian. We prove Proposition
6.10. We only do the proof for Crosskδpr, zq: the proof for Crosskδpr, zq1 is exactly the same.

Proof. Fix R ą 0, and let C0δ ď r ď R. The remaining case r ă C0δ will be considered at the
end of the proof.
First step: the uniform crossing estimate for the RW with no killing. For all 0 ď i ď 4, define
Bi “ Bpp1{2 ` i{2, 1{2q, 1{4q, Ai “ Bpp1{2 ` i{2, 1{2q, 1{2q and note that B0 “ Bs, B4 “ Bt.
Let 0 ď i ď 4 and define Bipr, zq, Aipr, zq for the scaled and translated balls (as in the statement
of Proposition 6.10) and Bi

δpr, zq, Ai
δpr, zq for their discretizations. Denote by oipr, zq “ rp1{2 `

i, 1{2q ` z the common center of the i-th small and big balls. Let ai, bi P BAipr, zq such that

argpai ´ oipr, zqq “ ´
π

7
; argpbi ´ oipr, zqq “

π

7
.

where arg denotes the argument in p´π, πs. Let aiδ, b
i
δ be the closest points in BAi

δpr, zq from ai

and bi respectively: they are at distance ď 2δ from ai and bi, so upon increasing C0, argpbδ ´

oipr, zqq´argpaδ ´oipr, zqq ě π{4 for all r ě C0δ. The weak Beurling estimate Lemma A.4 implies
that

@xδ P Bi
δpr, zq, Pxδ

ppSδqτ i
δ

P paiδ, b
i
δqq ě η0. (50)

Now, we observe that for all 0 ď i ă 4, for all y P pai, biq Ă BAipr, zq, denoting α “ argpy ´

oipr, zqq P r´π{7, π{7s,

|y ´ oi`1pr, zq| “

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ

r

2
sinpαq

ˇ

ˇ

ˇ
ď
r

2
sinpπ{7q.

Since sinpπ{7q{2 ă 1, pai, biq Ă BBipr, zq is a strict subset of Bi`1pr, zq. Since paiδ, b
i
δq is within Opδq

of pai, biq, upon increasing C, we obtain that for all r ě Cδ, for all 0 ď i ď 3, paiδ, b
i
δq Ă Bi`1

δ pr, zq.
We deal with the remaining case r ď Cδ at the end of the proof.
Let τ iδ denote the first escape time of Ai

δpr, zq by Xδ. Since we also have Aipr, zq Ă Rpr, zq, on
the event pXδqτ i

δ
P paiδ, b

i
δq the RW enters Bi`1

δ pr, zq before leaving Rpr, zq: the crossing event

Crossδpr, zq :“
´

τδpBt
δpr, zqq ă τδpV8

δ zRpr, zqq

¯

for the RW Xδ satisfies

3
č

i“0

´

pXδqτ i
δ

P paiδ, b
i
δq

¯

Ă Crossδpr, zq.

Applying four times the strong Markov property (with the stopping times τ iδ for 0 ď i ď 3) and
using Equation (50) gives the uniform crossing estimate for the critical RW Xδ:

@xδ P Bs
δpr, zq, Pxδ

pCrossδpr, zqq ě η40 . (51)
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Second step: upper bound on the escape time for the RW with no killing. Let z P V8
δ and

xδ P Bs
δpr, zq a starting point. Recall that pξδqn “ pXδqn`1 ´ pXδqn denotes the increments of the

RW. The law ξδpyδq of pξδqn depends only on the value yδ “ pXδqn P V8
δ . Denote byMδ “ ℜpXδq.

From Equation (42), we see that Mδ is a martingale in the canonical filtration pFnqnPN of Xδ with
increments satisfying for all yδ P V8

δ , Epℜpξδpyδqqq “ 0 and Epℜpξδpyδqq2q ě η1δ
2 for some absolute

constant η1. Hence the quadratic variation xMδy of Mδ satisfies for all n ě 0, xMδyn ě η1nδ
2. Let

σδ “ inftn ě 0, |pMδqn ´ ℜpxδq| ě 3Ru. By the monotone convergence theorem and the optional
stopping theorem applied to the bounded martingales ppMδq¨^n ´ ℜpxδqq2 ´ xMδy¨^n at stopping
time σδ,

η1δ
2Epσδq ď EpxMδyσδ

q “ lim
nÑ8

EpxMδyσδ^nq “ lim
nÑ8

EppMδqσδ^n ´ ℜpxδq2q ď p3Rq2.

By Markov’s inequality and since τδpV8
δ zRpr, zqq ď σδ, this implies for the critical RW Xδ:

@λ ą 0, Pxδ

ˆ

τδpV8
δ zRpr, zqq ě λ

R2

δ2

˙

ď P
ˆ

σδ ě λ
R2

δ2

˙

ď
9

η1λ
. (52)

Third step: coupling the KRW and the RW. From Lemma 6.4 and Equation (45) we know that
the mass satisfies m2pxδ|kq “ Opδ2q and that the conductances scpθxy|kq of the near critical Lapla-
cian ∆k

δ are within Opδ2q of the conductances tanpθ̄xyq of ∆δ (after multiplying all conductances
by a common factor 1 ` 2Mδ `Opδ2q which does not change the probabilities). Hence the KRW
Sk
δ and the RW Xδ can be coupled with a probability of failing ď η2δ

2 at each step.
Fourth step: concluding the proof when C0δ ď r ď R. We choose λ such that 9{pη1λq “ η40{2:

Equations (51) and (52) imply that the crossing event Crossδpr, zq for the critical RW Xδ happens
with positive probability at a time of order λR2{δ2 or less:

@xδ P Bs
δpr, zq, Pxδ

´

τδpBt
δpr, zqq ă τδpV8

δ zRpr, zqq ă λ
R2

δ2

¯

ě
η40
2
.

On the event
´

τδpBt
δpr, zqq ă τδpV8

δ zRpr, zqq ă λR2{δ2
¯

, the coupling fails with probability at

most p1 ´ η2δ
2qλR

2
{δ2 ď 1 ´ η3 ă 1 for some η3 ą 0 depending only on R and some universal

constants. Since on the event Crossδpr, zq, when the coupling succeeds until τδpV8
δ zRpr, zq, the

event Crosskδpr, zq happens, we conclude that

@xδ P Bs
δpr, zq, Pxδ

pCrosskδpr, zqq ě p1 ´ η3qη40{2.

Fifth step: when r ď C0δ. In this case, the rectangle Rpr, zq has a bounded diameter for the
graph distance: by the bounded angle assumption, we can always find a path with at most C
vertices from any point in the starting ball to the target ball. The probability that the walk
follows this path and survives is uniformly bounded away from 0 by a constant of the form ηC for
some absolute constant η ą 0.
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